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Sanctions are an important tool in promoting and maintaining international peace and security and there has been substantial progress in recent years in refining these coercive measures. There is now increased awareness of, and sensitivity to, the need to have targeted sanctions and to properly assess and mitigate their potential humanitarian implications.

Three important international initiatives—the Interlaken, the Bonn-Berlin and the Stockholm Processes—were launched sequentially between 1998 and 2002, with the objective of making United Nations sanctions more effective by targeting them more precisely on their political objectives. As these Processes were under way, the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) identified a need for a more standardized approach to assessing the humanitarian implications of sanctions, and launched a project to develop such a method.

Thanks to the generous support of the Governments of Switzerland and Canada, and the active participation of members of the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC), the project has resulted in two publications: this handbook for assessing the humanitarian implications of sanctions and a more concise set of Field Guidelines. It is envisioned that the handbook in particular will provide a useful complementary volume to the reports of the three international Processes on making sanctions more effective.

The methodology presented in this handbook is rigorous and easy to use yet flexible enough to facilitate the assessment of the humanitarian impact of different types of sanctions, in different contexts. I am confident that the methodology will make a definitive contribution to increasing the effectiveness of sanctions, by assessing possible areas in which these measures could cause unintended harm.

Through an extensive process of consultation, this handbook and the Field Guidelines have been presented to members of the Security Council and members of the IASC at various stages of their development. Suggestions and comments from those consultations are reflected in the final documents, both of which have been endorsed by the IASC. I now strongly urge those engaged in considering and designing sanction regimes to employ this methodology to minimize their unintended humanitarian consequences.

I commend the authors for their comprehensive research and consultative endeavours in producing these documents, which provide both a source of reference and practical field guidance on how to assess the possible impact of sanctions on health and well-being of civilians.

Jan Egeland
Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and
Emergency Relief Coordinator
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The purpose of this handbook is to provide guidance to humanitarian practitioners and policymakers on identifying and measuring possible humanitarian implications of sanctions. The information and guidelines presented are relevant to a wide variety of sanctions, including arms embargoes, financial sanctions, travel-related sanctions and targeted trade sanctions. At the core of this handbook is an assessment methodology that facilitates evaluation of possible humanitarian consequences of sanctions. The methodology can be applied in advance of, during, or following sanctions, and aims to address two important challenges that present themselves when assessing the impact of sanctions on humanitarian conditions: (i) accurate evaluation of the current status of humanitarian conditions, and (ii) separation of the effects of sanctions on health and well-being from those due to other causes.

Identifying possible humanitarian consequences of sanctions early on can reduce confusion about humanitarian conditions and their causes, and can help mitigate any unintended consequences. It can also be useful in improving the targeting of humanitarian assistance to best meet the needs of vulnerable groups.

This assessment methodology is based on a human security conceptual framework (chapter 2), and uses models of cause and effect (chapter 3), combined with humanitarian indicators of PROCESS and OUTCOME (chapters 4 and 5) to assist practitioners in identifying the unique effects of sanctions. This conceptual framework operationalizes human security by defining two clusters of humanitarian and socio-economic conditions, each of which contains four subject areas: a "core" cluster—comprising subject areas of health, food and nutrition, water and sanitation, and education—and a "systemic" cluster: governance, economic status, physical environment, and demography. This configuration is referred to as the "4 + 4" human security subject areas.

Causal models identify how one thing causes another to occur. They feature causal pathways that consist of inter-related, intermediate steps linking actions with measurable outcomes. Using criteria of causation—including the relationship of time between two variables, the strength of association between two factors, the consistency in the relationship between a number of factors and the plausibility of the relationship between two factors—assists in clarifying whether a causal relationship exists between variables. Defining different types of causes—including direct, indirect, adequate and sufficient causes—also helps in identifying the intermediate steps in the chain of causation.

Causal models can be constructed by: clearly defining the actions and outcomes of interest (in this case, sanctions and humanitarian conditions); relating variables that may belong in causal chains; identifying potential, and then likely, causes; and constructing the pathways linking cause and effect.

Humanitarian indicators measure people's conditions of life. They may take the form of measures of PROCESS—such as the number of children treated for malnutrition—or mean...
ures of OUTCOME—like the percentage of children that are malnourished. The essence of the sanctions assessment methodology is to determine whether there are changes in humanitarian conditions, as measured by indicators, that may be due to sanctions.

A reference list of humanitarian indicators in each of the eight human security subject areas is included in this handbook (annex II). To ensure compatibility with existing assessment processes, priority indicators that are compatible with those indicators used in the Common Country Assessment (CCA) process are identified in each of the human security subject areas (box 6). These indicators are used to provide a starting point for assessing humanitarian conditions, for monitoring those conditions over time, and for identifying possible changes in conditions resulting from sanctions.

When constructing causal models, the PROCESS indicators will generally relate to measurement of the intermediate steps in the chain of causation while the OUTCOME indicators will be used to measure humanitarian conditions. Some of the PROCESS and OUTCOME indicators can be used as points of reference against which to gauge future changes, while others will be more useful in measuring change during sanctions (table 7).

Before assessing possible changes in humanitarian conditions that may be caused by sanctions, a baseline assessment of conditions at an initial point in time (ideally prior to, or at the onset of, sanctions) is needed to establish a reference point against which to measure changes. In order to perform a baseline assessment it is necessary to: (i) gather information on humanitarian conditions using primary and secondary data sources (including other assessment processes); (ii) assess current conditions and recent trends in each of the “4 + 4” human security subject areas; (iii) identify possible factors influencing those conditions; (iv) establish a profile of vulnerability within the population; (v) identify “gaps” or deficiencies in existing data/information; and (vi) prepare to use the baseline as a reference for future assessment of changes in conditions. Assessment of humanitarian vulnerability is a crucial component of the baseline assessment and can be completed using methods such as the Vulnerability Assessment and Mapping (VAM) technique.

The methodology for assessing the humanitarian implications of sanctions consists of five steps:

Step I—Clearly identify the sanction measures (types of sanctions proposed or in place) and outcome (humanitarian conditions) of interest;

Step II—Undertake a “baseline” assessment of conditions prior to sanctions;

Step III—For each of the “4 + 4” human security subject areas, construct causal models to identify possible connections between sanctions measures and humanitarian conditions;

Step IV—Identify potential sources of information for each of the PROCESS and OUTCOME indicators identified in the causal models, and gather the necessary information to complete the models;
Step V—In each human security subject area, identify and extract the contribution of sanctions to the observed effects, separate from effects due to other causes.

Identification of indicators and data sources unique to different types of targeted sanctions—including arms embargoes, financial sanctions, travel-related sanctions and targeted trade sanctions—facilitates the application of this generic methodology to these types of sanctions.

Standards for humanitarian assessments outlined in this handbook (see chapter 6) include consideration of the elements that must be contained in such assessments, draft text for requesting assessments and the required elements of an assessment report. The following section headings provide a template for drafting assessment reports: Introduction; Procedure and Methodology; Baseline and Prior Assessments; Assessment of Current Conditions; Results of Causal Modelling; Humanitarian Implications of Sanctions; and Findings.

Finally, this assessment methodology can be applied to situations other than sanctions, including: identifying the unique impact of conflict, or HIV/AIDS, on overall humanitarian conditions; contributing to the UN Common Country Assessment process; and conducting humanitarian needs assessments (chapter 7).
1.1 Introduction

The purpose of this handbook is to provide guidance to humanitarian practitioners and policymakers on identifying and measuring possible humanitarian consequences of sanctions. The information provided is relevant to a number of different types of sanctions, including arms embargoes, financial sanctions, travel-related sanctions and targeted trade sanctions. The methods presented are applicable to United Nations (UN)-imposed sanctions and to those imposed unilaterally or by regional actors.

The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) imposed sanctions in 12 cases between 1990 and 2003. They had been imposed only twice during the UN's prior four decades. Concern about humanitarian damage that may be caused by sanctions has accompanied their increased use, and two projects in the 1990s attempted to address this issue. While these projects increased awareness of the need to assess humanitarian impact, they failed to provide a reliable method for identifying the unique effects of sanctions, separate from those due to other causes.

In light of this increased concern for unintended consequences of sanctions, and the ad hoc approach to assessing humanitarian conditions in sanctioned States during the 1990s, the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) initiated a project towards the end of 2002 to develop a standard method for assessing the humanitarian implications of sanctions. The project was conducted in close collaboration with the IASC Task Force on Humanitarian Consequences of Sanctions. Funding for the project was provided through equal contributions from the Governments of Canada and Switzerland.

One of two main products of that project, this handbook is a reference manual for people involved in humanitarian assessments under sanctions. In addition, it is intended to inform policymakers of how such assessments should be performed. A partner publication to this...
handbook—a set of Field Guidelines—provides concise guidelines to assist practitioners in contributing to or carrying out humanitarian assessments under sanctions. Both documents were endorsed by the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) at the 57th meeting of the IASC Working Group in Geneva, 16-17 June 2004.

1.2 Why the need for a sanctions assessment methodology?
Where international political confrontations or armed conflicts are accompanied by multilateral sanctions, little may be known about the condition of people’s lives. Good assessments are needed to evaluate humanitarian conditions, to identify whether and how sanctions cause harm, to improve the quality of people’s lives by anticipating potential negative consequences, and to get maximum humanitarian benefit from available resources. A reliable assessment methodology will help address these needs. Without this type of standardized strategy, there has been a great deal of confusion surrounding the humanitarian impact of sanctions, as the following examples demonstrate:

In Yugoslavia during the 1990s, Ministry of Health officials were convinced that sanctions had caused the infant mortality rate to double. In reality, the rate had instead decreased more rapidly than in any neighbouring country.5 In Serbia between 1992 and 1995 sanctions were blamed for blocking the importation of medicines. Sanctions had caused some contract delays but at the same time the UN’s supervision of imports had assured payments to suppliers. When sanctions ended many companies stopped trading with the Ministry of Health altogether and shortages of essential drugs grew worse, not better. Contrary to perception, UN sanctions had helped to ensure access to medicines by providing commercial guarantees.

In Liberia during 2001, billboards depicted the UN sanctions as a dangerous elephant, crushing a hospital and school (see figure 1). But in fact, the targeted UN sanctions in place at the time contained no restrictions on humanitarian goods used by hospitals or schools. Also, in Afghanistan during 2000 and 2001, the Taliban-controlled media directed a sustained campaign against sanctions, blaming them for the poor socio-economic conditions in the country. This resulted in a general public perception that sanctions were having a direct impact on socio-economic and humanitarian conditions, even though the sanctions in place at the time were targeted to cover travel prohibitions, limited financial restrictions, diplomatic restrictions and an arms embargo.6 Given the operating environment in the country, the United Nations had limited opportunities, and in any event made almost no attempt, to respond to this misinformation.

During 13 years of comprehensive sanctions, the Government of Iraq used the sanctions to gain sympathy by arguing that they caused half a million excess child deaths. The temporary system of humanitarian exemptions in place from 1996-2003—the “Oil-for-Food” Programme—provided high dollar inputs for certain commodities, but few reliable assessments were carried out over the entire duration of the sanctions (1990 to 2003). The Government of Iraq pointed to sanctions as the primary cause of suffering in Iraq, while others blamed the authorities in Baghdad. A reliable assessment could have identified the processes by which humanitarian conditions were being affected, and could therefore have assisted in mitigating the unintended negative consequences of sanctions.

These examples highlight the need for credible humanitarian assessments in advance of, and during, sanctions. The approach to such assessments should be made explicit, be consistent across countries and over time, and be rigorous enough to clarify the specific consequences of sanctions among other possible humanitarian threats. Only in this way will such assessments be politically neutral and technically legitimate.

Since no methodological approach is perfect, the question is: “Is it credible?”. Do those assessing the humanitarian implications of sanctions make explicit their sources of information, how they think sanctions cause harm, and the strength of the evidence available to support their claims? If they do that, others can judge if a convincing and credible case has been put forward. This handbook aims to provide guidance on how to conduct an assessment, but cannot guarantee that it is done well! To help ensure that humanitarian assessments are credible, chapter 6 outlines standards for who is best qualified to carry out such an assessment and what their assessment should include.

This handbook builds on several important earlier efforts, including analyses and methodologies by the (then) UN Department of Humanitarian Affairs (DHA), the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), and the Humanitarianism and War Project. The contribution of these earlier initiatives to assessing the humanitarian implications of sanctions is summarized in annex 1.

Figure 1. Misleading billboard in Liberia depicting UN sanctions, 2001
1.3 Targeted sanctions: Interlaken, Bonn-Berlin and Stockholm Processes

Since the late 1990s, three international initiatives have been undertaken to develop and hone political approaches to the targeting of sanctions, with the goal of increasing their effectiveness.

The first of these, the Interlaken Process, was initiated by the Swiss Government in 1998 and focused on targeted financial sanctions. Consultations during the Process identified the role of humanitarian exemptions in designing targeted financial sanctions and mentioned briefly the role of humanitarian impact monitoring. The report of the contributions to the sanctions debate resulting from the Process did, however, suggest draft text for incorporating provisions relating to monitoring of potential humanitarian consequences in UN Security Council resolutions. This “model” text for Security Council resolutions is described in more detail in section 6.2.

The second initiative, the Bonn-Berlin Process, organized by the Foreign Office of Germany in 2000, focused on arms embargoes and travel sanctions. The consultations under this process did not directly address how to assess the potential humanitarian implications of the measures under discussion.

The third initiative in this triad, the Stockholm Process on the Implementation of Targeted UN Sanctions, was coordinated by the Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and took place during 2002. The final report of this initiative was presented to the UN Security Council in February 2003. Among its recommendations was the need for an “established methodology” for carrying out regular humanitarian and socio-economic impact assessments.

Taken together, these three initiatives guide much of the UN’s political work to create and implement targeted sanctions. For the UN Security Council, sanctions constitute one of the tools available to the Council—of a range of options between diplomacy and military force—to restore peace and security. It is important, therefore, that these measures be well designed and implemented properly, and that any unintended harm they may cause be minimized and mitigated.

Complementing the reference documents produced under the three international processes on more effective and targeted sanctions, this handbook can assist in minimizing potential humanitarian impacts of sanctions implemented according to the guidelines and recommendations produced during those processes.

1.4 Objectives of this handbook

The primary objective of this handbook is to present a clear and flexible methodology, which can be used by practitioners to assess potential humanitarian impacts in advance of, during, or following sanctions. In order to fulfil that objective, this handbook aims to:

- Describe the elements of the sanctions assessment methodology, and show how the methodology can be used during different stages of sanctions;
- Provide guidelines for the minimum requirements to adequately conduct a humanitarian assessment;
- Identify possible areas for humanitarian consequences of sanctions;
- Improve how assessors use and interpret data for assessment of living conditions;
- Provide guidance on how to identify those population groups most likely to be affected by sanctions; and,
- Provide a basis for decision makers to determine how to minimize unintended harm and improve well-being.

This handbook draws on methods and approaches from several disciplines, particularly the field of impact evaluation in the social sciences. These research methods are applied here to the specific task of assessing the influence of sanctions on conditions of life in targeted regions. Theoretical textbooks often show how to perform a study under ideal conditions—when all relevant information is available, where funds and time are not constraints, and when social conditions are stable. This handbook is instead oriented to helping the reader uncover meaningful and valid findings within the extant resource and operational constraints.

1.5 Organization of the handbook

The following three chapters of this handbook describe the main elements of the assessment methodology: chapter 2 outlines the conceptual framework used to guide development of the methodology; chapter 3 provides an overview of the causal modelling approach; and chapter 4 expounds upon the role of humanitarian indicators and data sources in sanctions assessments.

Chapter 5 combines the elements presented in the three preceding chapters to construct the actual sanctions assessment methodology, and therefore constitutes the core of the handbook. Standards for conducting humanitarian assessments are presented in chapter 6, while chapter 7 summarizes the potential for applying the methodology to situations other than sanctions.
The methodology outlined in this handbook is based on a causal modelling approach. It employs structured models of cause and effect to trace the processes that lead from an action (the application of sanctions) to outcomes (for example, changes in humanitarian conditions) across economic and social sectors. The models also specify indicators of PROCESS to identify intermediate steps through which sanctions may affect humanitarian conditions.

By identifying pathways from actions to outcomes, the method makes explicit the causal mechanisms by which harm may occur and illuminates areas of focused inquiry for investigators to pursue. For instance, the imposition of a targeted trade sanction may result in reduced employment opportunities in a particular industry sector. Without alternative employment opportunities, this may result in reduced household income for displaced workers, thereby contributing to decreased household food security and reduced nutritional intake among workers’ dependents. Malnutrition among the more vulnerable household members would be a possible resulting outcome.

In this example, the process, with intermediate steps, links the action (sanction) to the outcome (increased malnutrition) (see figure 2). Since other factors may also influence nutritional intake, the identification of the processes that lead to changes in humanitarian conditions is intended to assist in isolating and measuring the effects that are specifically attributable to sanctions.

Figure 2. Simple example of process, with intermediate steps, leading from sanction to impact on humanitarian conditions

The methodology presented here does not in any way presuppose a particular type of impact due to sanctions. The impact of sanctions on humanitarian conditions in a particular case may be positive, neutral or negative. Investigators must keep an open mind in this regard and make their hypotheses explicit. The methodology helps in examining if a particular hypothesis is consistent with relevant data.
2. Conceptual framework

2.1 Overview

This chapter explains the conceptual framework supporting the sanctions assessment methodology—a framework that is based on the concept of “human security”. Eight human security subject areas are used to capture the status of conditions of life; these eight areas are organized within two clusters: a core cluster, relating to the basic existential needs of the individual; and a systemic cluster, which relates to the socio-economic environment within which those core needs are located. This construct provides a foundation for structuring the assessment methodology.

This chapter also defines two aspects of the interface between human rights and the humanitarian implications of sanctions. First, considerations of human rights under sanctions are incorporated when taking account of discriminatory access to goods and services or limits to the participation of key groups in political, social and economic activity that may occur because of sanctions. Second, by identifying the impact of sanctions on humanitarian conditions, the assessment methodology can provide a foundation upon which practitioners can build human rights assessments by incorporating additional considerations of the duties and obligations of various actors.

2.2 Conceptual framework

The methodology for assessing the humanitarian implications of sanctions presented in this handbook is based on the concept of human security.10 In contrast to other types of security, human security is a people-focused concept, which captures the status of the safety of the individual from critical threats to well-being. It provides a construct for assessing possible threats to, protection of, and needs for the survival and development of people.

Moreover, since the concept of human security is predicated on the safety of individuals and groups, it is well suited to the purposes of assessing the humanitarian implications of sanctions, as these assessments ultimately seek to improve human health, well-being and safety by minimizing potential unintended impacts.

Human security recognizes a “vital core” of human activities and capabilities of highest importance to be protected. Since it is focused on threats to actual living conditions, human security can be assessed by measuring key aspects of people’s conditions of life. This focus on multiple measurable dimensions of people’s lives and their safety, and consideration of threats to these facets of a person’s security distinguishes human security from other concepts, principles and frameworks used for defining the status of living conditions.

The conceptual framework used here operationalizes human security by establishing two clusters of humanitarian and socio-economic conditions, each of which contains four subject areas. These are referred to as the “4 + 4” human security subject areas. Each subject area contains a number of indicators, or variables, that are useful for measuring conditions of life. For example, the “health” subject area contains indicators such as child mortality, malnutrition rates, and immunization rates.

### 2.2 “Core” and “systemic” human security clusters

The core cluster of four subject areas comprises groups of indicators of conditions related to immediate survival and development of humans. The subject areas in this cluster are: 1. Health; 2. Food and nutrition; 3. Water and sanitation; and 4. Education.

Together, these four pillars represent the “vital core” of human security.

The indicators and groupings proposed here correspond to established “minimum standards” for humanitarian assistance developed under the Sphere Project, and relate closely to fundamental human rights as codified in the relevant covenants and declarations, including the International Covenant on Economic and Social Rights and the Convention of the Rights of the Child. These elements provide substance to address the question, “What are the current conditions of people’s lives?”. Most of these data will be at the level of the individual person while the statistical measures used to describe these conditions are generally expressed as rates in a population.

The second cluster deals with the systems and social context in which people strive to secure the core human needs. The subject areas of this cluster are: 1. Governance; 2. Economic status; 3. The physical environment; and 4. Demography. These structures frame the environment in which outcomes that characterize the vital core are influenced. Most of these data will be at the level of groups of persons or communities.

These two clusters of subject areas—the “core” and “systemic” clusters—provide a template covering most of the necessary conditions for assessing humanitarian status.

### 2.3 Humanitarian assessments under sanctions and human rights

In developing the sanctions assessment methodology, one of the most important issues considered was how to define the interface between the methodology and human rights. Essentially, the question was: “to what degree should human rights feature in assessment of the humanitarian implications of sanctions?”. This presents significant challenges, since any consid-

---

11 The inclusion of education in the core cluster mirrors the increased role education has played in considerations of basic conditions of life, especially for children, in recent years. See, for example, Graça Machel, *The Impact of Armed Conflict on Children: A Critical Review of Progress Made and Obstacles Encountered in Increasing Protection for War-affected Children*, International Conference on War-affected Children, Winnipeg, Canada, September 2000, p. 27.

12 For more information on the Sphere Project, see: http://www.sphereproject.org
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erations of the degree of fulfilment of human rights involves judgements on the legal obliga-
tions of certain people or entities involved (the targeted State; the sanctioning authority; and
other States Parties to the relevant human rights Covenants and agreements) in upholding
and safeguarding those rights.

The central purpose of the methodology described in this handbook is to assess humanitarian
conditions in sanctioned countries and regions. Assessment studies using this methodology
will analyse the basic status of people’s living conditions and identify how these conditions
evolved as they did, including the specific impact of sanctions.

By focusing on the possible implications of sanctions on the basic conditions of life of those in
sanctioned States, the methodology highlights two key dimensions of the interface between
assessment of the humanitarian impacts of sanctions and human rights: (1) human rights prob-
lems which manifest as a result of discriminatory access to resources and (2) application of
the methodology to provide an analytical basis for performing human rights assessments of sanctions.

2.3.1 Discriminatory access to resources under sanctions

Certain limitations on human rights that are associated with discrimination and prejudi-
cial access to basic resources can be identified and followed through the subject areas out-
lined in the preceding section, insofar as these constraints influence processes that affect
humanitarian conditions. For example, where sanctions result in increased discrimination
against women seeking employment in particular sectors, the human rights impact is man-
ifest in economic and employment data. Thus, when undertaking humanitarian assess-
ments, it is important for investigators to inquire about the potential for sanctions to
change resource allocations in favour of particular groups in the population.

2.3.2 Empirical and analytical basis for human rights assessments

In the literature on sanctions and human rights consequences, there is much confusion
about how indicators of humanitarian conditions relate to changes in human rights. It is
important therefore to define these terms and how they overlap.

Humanitarian conditions are defined here as those conditions of life that relate most
directly to physical survival, health and well-being, and critical aspects of human develop-
ment. Humanitarian conditions are empirical in nature and can be examined by discrete
measures. Human rights—being rights of individuals—are universal, independent and
indivisible. Fundamental human rights that relate to the very existence of the individual
(among other rights) are non-derogable. Human rights are aspirational (everyone can
aspire to fulfilment of their human rights) and normative (every person should be able to
enjoy complete fulfilment of his/her human rights). Perhaps most importantly, human
rights confer entitlements, and define obligations, both in a legal and a moral sense.

Because human rights are entitlements of every person, and cannot be diluted or dimin-
ished, it is not possible to measure human rights, per se. When people speak of human
rights indicators, they are referring to measurement of the degree to which human rights are being fulfilled. To measure this, one must identify and use indicators that provide an assessment of the degree to which human rights are being fulfilled.

Practitioners in the two domains of human rights and humanitarian affairs each have developed empirical measures upon which to base assessments of their respective variables of interest. Human rights practitioners have identified indicators to assess the degree to which human rights are being fulfilled. Humanitarians have identified indicators of humanitarian conditions. There is significant overlap in these groups of indicators.

However, indicators of humanitarian conditions and human rights differ in one primary area: assessments of humanitarian conditions are based on empirical and analytical determinations of existing conditions. In the case of indicators used to assess the fulfilment of human rights, indicators of humanitarian conditions provide the foundation upon which human rights specialists can make an additional judgement as to whether the observed conditions constitute a breach of, or constraint on, human rights.

By analysing the basic conditions of people’s lives and assessing the impact of sanctions on those conditions, the methodology described here can provide an analytical foundation which others can use to determine compliance with the duties and obligations of the actors involved in creating and redressing these conditions. This empirical and analytical basis will be a necessary precursor for human rights assessment of sanctions, which will require additional judgements and interpretation.
3.1 Overview
Causal modelling identifies how one thing causes another to occur. In the realm of humanitarian assessments, such modelling is necessary to understand the effects of one possible cause in the context of other possible causes of changes in humanitarian conditions, namely, impoverishment, disease, death or other worsened conditions of life. To be useful, a model—which specifies key variables and the relations between them—should specify steps by which actions lead to outcomes through intervening variables. Such a model helps focus attention on what information to collect, the nature of the relationship between variables, and how and in what way each contributes to the humanitarian outcomes examined. For the task of developing a sanctions assessment methodology, causal modelling represents the core technique that will assist in elucidating the unique effects of sanctions apart from those due to other causes.

The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) has employed causal modelling in a number of areas, including exploration of the multiple causes of child malnutrition (see figure 3). In addition, the UN's Common Country Assessment (CCA) process also suggests causal analysis as a means of analysing the root causes of development challenges. However, it is an even more important tool when examining the impacts of sanctions, because the causal pathways are more diverse and complicated.

This chapter describes how to employ causal modelling techniques for humanitarian assessments in general, and can therefore provide useful guidance to practitioners using other assessment processes (such as the UNICEF and CCA approaches mentioned here). The general principles described in this chapter will be applied to the specific task of identifying the unique humanitarian implications of sanctions in chapter 5. The sections that follow explore types of causes and causation; criteria for determining what is or is not a cause; the process of inferring cause; and how to construct a causal model.

3.2 Types of causes and the chain of causation
There are several different types of causes that can be identified in building models of cause and effect. Becoming aware of different types of causes and their interrelationships can assist in investigating possible linkages between social, political and economic factors, and changes in humanitarian conditions.

3.2.1 Proximal and distal causes in the chain of causation
A proximal cause is the event that immediately precedes the outcome of interest. There may be prior events that lead to the proximal cause. Such events that are more removed...
in the sequence of causal events are referred to as distal causes. By detailing steps, tracing backward from the outcome or forward from an initial event, causal pathways are defined. The steps from distal and proximal causes to an outcome of interest are collectively referred to as a chain of causation.

By identifying proximal and distal causes, the process of causation can be better examined to define the order and relations among relevant variables. Some elements of a causal chain may turn out to be superfluous, and are eliminated from the model. More often, increasing knowledge leads to further specification of steps in a causal chain. The best causal models identify key events, their order of occurrence, and the character and magnitude of their influence on one another.

There are many names used for establishing chains of causation from a variety of social science fields. They include rationale explanation, reason analysis, process tracing, historical analysis, objective trees, and logical networks, and logical network analysis.

Figure 3. Causal analysis framework used by UNICEF to identify the causes of child malnutrition
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For example, a hypothesis that smoking causes cancer was first put forth in the 1940s by observing that smokers frequently got cancer, even though exactly how the causation occurred, biologically, was not yet known. It is now understood that smoking results in the inhalation of specific harmful chemicals that cause DNA damage when they come in sufficient contact with certain types of vulnerable cells. It is those DNA changes, in turn, that lead to cancer.

The same logic can be applied to sanctions. If it is believed that sanctions might lead to increased malnutrition among children in a particular situation, the next step is to test the validity of this assertion by seeking answers to questions such as: Do sanctions increase unemployment or impoverishment through increased costs and decreased sales? Do they lead to inflation and devaluation of the currency, causing food imports to cost more? Sanctions may lead to any and all of these things. The investigator needs to determine which of these factors may be operating in the country being examined. Relevant data for each of these variables can then be collected to determine if, and how much, it influences the next link in the chain.

3.2.2 Direct and indirect causes

The simplest models consist of direct causes, where event A leads straight to outcome B. Continuing with the example of possible linkages between sanctions and child malnutrition mentioned above (section 3.2.1), perhaps none of the possible direct causes mentioned is the cause of increased malnutrition. Perhaps instead the government raised food prices by holding back stocks, or sold food crops to buy weapons. Perhaps sellers in other countries, knowing that the sanctioned country had fewer possible sources of supply, inflated their prices. These would be indirect causes... indirect in that they operate through other, parallel (and possibly unanticipated) causal mechanisms (see also figure 6). By building models and examining data, investigators can determine how direct and indirect causes relate to one another and act together through a step-by-step chain.

Another example of an indirect cause is seen in the case of targeted UN sanctions against Liberia that were considered, but not imposed, during 2001. During a pre-assessment of possible humanitarian implications of the proposed sanctions on the timber, rubber sectors and the shipping registry, investigators asserted that the political debates on the imposition of sanctions alone had been sufficient to contribute to reduced confidence in the Liberian economy, which in turn affected local currency exchange rates and drove up prices of imported commodities.15 Even though in this case the sanctions were not imposed (timber sanctions were later imposed in 2003), it highlights the indirect and unintended impacts that may occur beyond the immediate target area of sanctions.

A causal model can also help to highlight which data will be needed for examining pathways of causation and making predictions about expected outcomes. In the most specific models where relevant quantitative information is available, a causal model can be used to attribute how much of an outcome is due to a set of events. It might be possible, for example, to establish that 40 per cent of a reduction in crop yield is caused by drought and 20 per cent is due to sanctions-related restrictions on the importation of fertilizer.

3.2.3 Necessary and sufficient conditions

An event is sufficient to cause an outcome if no other events are required for this outcome to occur. There may be many sufficient events, any one of which could cause the outcome. In the case of sanctions, one obvious sufficient cause is a prohibition on importing a particular item. In practice few items can be prohibited completely, but the attempt to do so reduces access and increases cost.

There may instead need to be more than one event that must occur if the outcome is to result. In such a case no single event is sufficient. For example, if a country normally is self-sufficient in grains but suffered a crop failure during that year, restrictions on foreign exchange or the closing of border posts together with the crop failures may explain a rise in malnutrition.

Among a group of events, there may be one factor that must always be present for an outcome to occur. This is termed a necessary condition, since the observed outcome cannot happen in the absence of this factor. Some conditions may be “necessary, but not sufficient” to lead to an outcome, which means that they are definitely required for the outcome to be observed, but that other factors are also required.

For example, prohibition of sale of Iraqi oil was a necessary condition for sanctions to harm the population because this reduced the primary source of funds available to the Government. This necessary condition was accompanied by the Government of Iraq's failure to use its more limited funds for humanitarian purposes. Together, these necessary and sufficient conditions spelled disaster for the general public.

Any variable can be examined to determine if it is proximal or distal, sufficient, and/or necessary. These examinations can assist in identifying where the variable acts in the chain of causation linking cause and effect, and the importance of the variable to the observed outcome.

3.3 What is and what is not a cause?

In social science research there is often no clear-cut, simple formula for deciding what constitutes a causal relationship. This decision will probably involve a judgement call among several possible criteria.

Intentionality is often ascribed to events purported to be causes. When it is possible to establish intent, this strengthens the argument that a factor is a cause. But this is not yet sufficient proof. The intent may be there, but the intended events may not have occurred, or may have occurred through actions by others. Intent is usually difficult to prove and is subject to interpretation.
Events speak louder than words, and intent is only important if it is related, in a causal chain, to the purported causal events. Establishing intent does not prove that "sanctions caused the children to die". Instead, one has to ask, "What did they die of? Did the lack of crucial supplies contribute to a higher death rate? Did sanctions reduce access to those supplies?" If all of this can be shown, evidence of intent can form the first link in a chain of causation.

Moreover, cause is not the same as responsibility, in a legal or political sense. Identification of proximal and distal causes helps in developing a case for what is responsible or who is accountable for a particular action. Too often, those seeking to establish blame for changes in humanitarian conditions make claims of cause without building such a case or providing substantive evidence.

In addition to considering intentionality, one must also be careful to differentiate between correlation and causation in establishing linkages between different variables. There may indeed be a correlation between two variables, but there may not be a direct (or even an indirect) causal linkage. To say that "household food security declined during the period of sanctions" is to suggest that there was some correlation between household food security and sanctions, for that particular case. This is a much weaker relationship than causation which would require demonstration that sanctions actually caused, or contributed to, reduced household food security. After all, just because there are firefighters at the scene of a fire, does not mean that they caused the blaze to occur!

3.3.1 Inferring cause using criteria of causation

How does one variable relate to another in a causal chain? How does one make decisions about "Which came first, the chicken or the egg?". These judgements are at the heart of elaborating realistic and useful models. There are several standard criteria used to assist in making these judgements. While no variables meet all these criteria perfectly, one can identify as causal those variables for which the maximum number of these criteria fit in a given situation. These variables have different names in various fields, but the logic behind them is the same. Table 1 presents some criteria of causation from various fields. (See following page.)

Some criteria of causation from the field of epidemiology are explained in Box 1. For the purposes of establishing the extent of the causal relationship between variables, the criteria presented in Box 1 should be considered a checklist for practitioners.

3.4 Creating a model of the chains of causation

3.4.1 Operating within plausible and realistic boundaries

Some leaps of faith are too great to be plausible or relevant. Some consequences are too remote from their purported causes to be considered important. But how remote is too remote?
The Government of Iraq claimed in the early 1990s that sanctions left it with no money to purchase essential supplies, including water pumps. The UN Security Council was later harshly criticized for the delays and limitations that had been imposed on access to humanitarian goods in Iraq via the “Oil-for-Food” Programme. Critics argued, however, that the Government of Iraq did find funds to build palaces, and that pumps were employed to drain the southern marshes where opponents to the regime lived. Funds and other resources were fungible under control of Iraqis. Surely both of these factors were important, with the Government of Iraq having control over proximal use of available resources, and restrictions in the level of total resources imposed by sanctions as a contributing but more distal cause.

By identifying proximal and distal causes in a chain of events, it may be possible to define an adequate cause—a condition that, if changed, would fundamentally change the outcome. The most proximal adequate cause is that which is sufficient to cause, or prevent from causing, the outcome.
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In other words, to define an adequate cause one must examine if the harm would have occurred in the absence of the factor in question. If the absence of sanctions alone would have prevented a rise in child deaths in Iraq, one can argue that sanctions are an adequate cause of the harm. Supporters of this position point to the falling mortality rates in Iraq with the same government in power in the years prior to sanctions. Critics can argue, however, that other countries such as Yugoslavia and Cuba had a decline in income but did not experience a rise in mortality like Iraq; they could argue that a lack of political will or crisis management ability is an adequate cause.

TEMPORALITY—The cause always has to happen before the outcome. In Cuba, the U.S. tightened sanctions after the Comecon trade bloc disintegrated and food imports dropped; thus not all of the negative economic trends in Cuba can be blamed on sanctions alone.

STRENGTH OF ASSOCIATION—How much do the causative variable and the outcome move together? Is a drop in one associated with a similar level of drop in the other? Does the outcome return to previous levels as soon as sanctions end? For example, northern Iraq was double embargoed in the early 1990s as the Government in Baghdad also restricted access to the limited stocks of its food rations. Consequently food availability was lower and the rise in malnutrition higher in the north than in the rest of the country.

CONSISTENCY—Is the relationship between cause and outcome found over and over, among different groups or countries? For example, while mortality rose in Iraq under sanctions, it fell in Serbia and Cuba. Sanctions alone thus are not likely to be an adequate cause of an increase in mortality.

SPECIFICITY—Does the cause lead to the same particular outcome over and over, or does it instead lead to different outcomes? For example, the impact of sanctions appears to affect women more than men in many countries. Women’s employment, income and educational opportunities are affected more than men’s in each country where the relationship has been examined.

PLAUSIBILITY—Is there a reasonable explanation available as to how sanctions could be affecting the outcome of interest? Is there a physical model, based on an understanding of that sector? For example, how could infant mortality decline under sanctions? In Serbia and Cuba, the widespread perception of increased risk of death helped mothers and doctors mobilize to do what they still could to protect children. Immunization and breastfeeding rates went up, and treatment for common illnesses was initiated earlier. It is known that these activities reduce mortality rates under normal conditions, and there is every reason to think that they would also work under sanctions.

In other words, to define an adequate cause one must examine if the harm would have occurred in the absence of the factor in question. If the absence of sanctions alone would have prevented a rise in child deaths in Iraq, one can argue that sanctions are an adequate cause of the harm. Supporters of this position point to the falling mortality rates in Iraq with the same government in power in the years prior to sanctions. Critics can argue, however, that other countries such as Yugoslavia and Cuba had a decline in income but did not experience a rise in mortality like Iraq; they could argue that a lack of political will or crisis management ability is an adequate cause.
It is seldom possible to identify all possible links in a chain of causation. Especially in social phenomena, the number of possible factors may be too numerous to detail. It is important mainly to identify a few major potential influences only, since the effect of minor influences is likely to be too small to measure. A causal outcome can be defined without understanding all the causal mechanisms involved. It is, however, not possible to identify the causal mechanisms without first identifying what is believed to be a relevant outcome.

3.4.2 Building a causal model

A step-by-step approach to developing a causal model, and the associated actions required, is presented in box 2. In addition, a simple example of a causal model to identify some of the proximal causes of child malnutrition is presented in figure 4.

The process of constructing the model in figure 4 begins with the question: “What causes child malnutrition?”. Here one is seeking to identify the causes of a single effect of interest (child malnutrition), an effect that can be quantified using an appropriate indicator such as malnutrition rates (percentage of child population).

Several variables can be associated with one another for a causal chain—for example, “poor access to safe water” and “incidence of preventable disease”. In this way potential, and then likely, causes of child malnutrition are identified. As the causal model is constructed, one can measure the value of each of the causal factors. In this case, there is also a relationship between the two proximal causes: inadequate dietary intake can increase the susceptibility of children to disease, while many normally preventable diseases can in turn result in inadequate dietary intake. For each one of these proximal causes, its causes, in turn, are also identified, tracing back to distal causes. The example shown in figure 4 identifies two levels of causes.

This multilevel approach to causal analysis has also been used by UNICEF. Using a framework of basic, underlying and immediate causes (shown previously in figure 3), UNICEF constructed causal models to identify factors influencing/constraining children’s right to life and education as part of the “situation analysis” of children in Iraq during 2000-2001. UNICEF defines the three levels of causes as follows:

**Immediate causes**: such as disease and inadequate nutrition, which directly relate to life, survival and development rights;

**Underlying causes**: such as the status of household food and nutrition, as well as social services like water and sanitation, health and education, which promote or prevent well-being and development;

**Basic causes**: which relate to issues such as control and distribution of national resources, institutional arrangements and social organization (including the status of women).

UNICEF’s application of the causal modelling approach to the case of Iraq noted:

---

The approach presented here is for causal models in general. Section 3.4 describes how to generate a causal model for the specific task of assessing the humanitarian implications of sanctions.
“The causal analysis approach is particularly helpful in the case of Iraq, where it is impor-
tant to be able to distinguish those basic causes attributable to the sanctions regime
from other basic causes, as well as from underlying and immediate causes.
Sanctions-related basic causes can only be addressed in the context of an international polit-
ical resolution of the present situation, and, as such, are not under the control of national
authorities responsible, for example, for social services. However, other basic causes related,
for instance, to institutional arrangements can be addressed by national authorities if a con-
vincing case is made that these are relevant to children’s survival and development.”

UNICEF’s causal model using the multi-level causal analysis to assess factors influencing
children’s right to survival in Iraq is shown in figure 5.

Box 2. A step-by-step approach to developing a causal model

| 1. Be clear about the problem statement before starting. |
| Action/questions: |
| —Identify the particular actions and outcomes of interest. |

| 2. Associate variables that MAY belong in causal chain. |
| Action/questions: |
| —Are there variables that appear to be related to one another in a common process? |
| —Identify possible direct/indirect causes. |
| —Identify potential necessary/sufficient conditions. |

| 3. Identify potential causes. |
| Action/questions: |
| —Do the variables satisfy many of the criteria of causation? |
| —Discount alternative explanations/causes. |
| —Identify the causal mechanisms (how exactly does one factor cause another to occur?). |
| —Measure key variables in more detail. |
| —Check for association by chance. |

| 4. Identify likely causes. |
| Action/questions: |
| —For each variable, think what could be its causes. |
| —Are there other likely causes? |
| —Is there evidence of a specific chain of events? |

| 5. Construct the causal pathway $^{*}$ linking cause and effect. |
| Action/questions: |
| —Identify which causal links or inputs are most important. |
| —To what degree does a variable contribute to an effect? |
| [Note: As a starting point, identify the links immediately preceding/following the outcome/ |
| action, respectively.] |

---

Figure 4. Sample causal model identifying potential causes of child malnutrition
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**Outcome**

- Infant mortality: 107 deaths/1,000 live births
- Under-five mortality: 131 deaths/1,000 live births
- Underweight: 13.9%
- Stunted: 22.1%
- Wasted: 5.9%

**Immediate Causes**

- Disease: ARI, diarrhea, typhoid, measles
- Malnutrition: 22.8% children suffer from malnutrition in 1998
- Low birth weight

**Underlying Causes**

- Services: Health, Water & sanitation: $1 billion needed to rehabilitate billions to grow
- Electricity: 2,300-megawatt deficit
- Education: Poor state of school, sanitation services

**Household Factors**

- Poverty: Salaries $3-$6/month
- Awareness: Early marriage, low breastfeeding rates
- Immunization: DPT, polio, BCG

**Basic Causes**

- Systems: Linkages between sectors, low human capacity
- User fees: Community involvement, data on systems
- Crisis and sanctions: Paralyzing financial resources, hold on contracts, ad hoc intermittent, insufficient supplies, restrictions on purchase of local goods

Figure 5. UNICEF causal analysis applied to children’s right to life and survival in Iraq (reproduced from UNICEF publication)
4.1 Overview

Much of the data used in humanitarian assessments is in the form of indicators. An indicator is a variable that can be measured and that sheds light on another variable of interest. Humanitarian indicators measure people’s conditions of life. They include both straightforward measures (such as the number of disease cases reported to a Ministry of Health in a given month) and also include sophisticated measures like the UN Development Programme’s (UNDP) Human Development Index, which combines data on life expectancy, economic status and educational attainment into a single, synthesized measure.

Humanitarian indicators may take the form of measures of PROCESS—such as the number of children treated for malnutrition—or measures of OUTCOME, such as the percentage of children that are malnourished. The main goal of the sanctions assessment methodology is to determine whether there are changes in humanitarian indicators that may be due to sanctions.

This chapter focuses on the role of indicators in causal models. It presents criteria for choosing appropriate humanitarian indicators; points toward sources for this information; and highlights the importance of using both quantitative and qualitative information. This chapter also examines the relevance and reliability of information gathered for humanitarian assessments, and suggests ways to improve the reporting of such information.

4.2 Using indicators in causal models

Section 3.4 described how to construct causal models by identifying and ordering the relationships between variables in the pathways linking cause and effect. Determination of whether a variable causes an outcome requires that the investigator measure and examine if and how a change in one is associated with a change in the other. PROCESS indicators of changes in services provided and activities undertaken, and OUTCOME indicators of changed status of people’s living conditions are used for this purpose.

Humanitarian outcomes may be influenced by many causes other than sanctions. Infant mortality, for example, is influenced by the education level of the mother, access to health information, the distribution of resources within the family, and access to medical care, in addition to the variables that may be directly influenced by sanctions. Good assessments examine the major components of a complex outcome like infant mortality. They seek to identify the major causes of mortality and morbidity and how they have changed over time. For each of these causes, what factors influence the occurrence of disease, its severity, or the timeliness or effectiveness of treatment? Only after looking into each of these issues can one make a substantive case about how sanctions or other factors might be associated with a change in infant mortality.

For both PROCESS and OUTCOME variables, some indicators can be used as reference benchmarks against which future changes can be compared. Ideally, such a baseline assess-
ment (described in more detail in section 5.3) is undertaken prior to the imposition of sanctions. Other indicators will be more suitable to measuring change during sanctions. Examples of the different types of indicators that can be used for measurement of baseline conditions and changes in conditions include:

- **Infant mortality rates** change slowly over time in most countries. They are frequently used to characterize the overall conditions of life in a country because they are influenced by many variables. For humanitarian assessments in crisis situations, measurement of changes in the weight at time of birth is typically more useful, as it changes quickly in a population as access to food during pregnancy changes.21
- **Access to or lack of access to piped (indoor) water and sanitary waste disposal** improves or deteriorates slowly, whereas changes in the amount of water pumped or the bacteriologic quality of water changes quickly, depending on inputs of electricity and chlorine.
- **Household assets** (wealth, land, investments) accumulate over a long period of time and change slowly even in times of crisis, whereas **household income** responds much more quickly to changes in employment, productivity and rates of exchange.
- **Educational levels** in a population improve or deteriorate slowly (for example, adult literacy rates); **school attendance**, on the other hand, changes rapidly depending on the security situation, population movements or investment in teacher salaries.

Annex II includes a reference list of indicators to assess humanitarian conditions (table 7). The indicators are presented in groups according to the four subject areas in each of two clusters of human security outlined in chapter 2. This list should be considered a resource pool from which practitioners can draw indicators relevant to the particular case/environment being assessed.

Each of the humanitarian indicators catalogued in annex II is categorized as one of PROCESS or OUTCOME; those indicators that are considered more appropriate for measurement of changes in the respective conditions are also identified. The application of these indicators to the assessment of the humanitarian impacts of sanctions is further described in chapter 5. These indicators are intended to complement, and not replace, the list of indicators already in use in processes such as the UN Common Country Assessment (CCA).

### 4.3 Sources and availability of information

Most of the data used in determining baseline conditions and the effects of sanctions are gathered from existing sources, whereas original data is usually generated sparingly, to fill gaps.

---

21 Often the measure that is looked at is the percentage of newborns who fall below the threshold of weight that categorizes them as "low birth weight" or "very low birth weight".
4.3.1 Existing sources of data

Existing sources of data—which are referred to as secondary data sources—include international, national and local institutions. National governmental agencies are usually the dominant source of information upon which many international (UN, World Bank, etc.) publications depend. Yet national sources of data are frequently biased or inaccurate or fail to reflect the entire population comprehensively.

The periodicity or frequency of updating national statistics will powerfully determine and constrain the value of data sets found. As a general rule, the more emergency-affected and poor the country, the less likely it is that reported data will be accurate. Even population statistics—the size of the population, income, vaccination rates—may be many years out of date.

Humanitarian agencies generally collect information on the services that they provide and the number of beneficiaries served. This process data about their activities and beneficiaries is of limited value in providing a sufficient picture of a population for detailed monitoring. However, some non-governmental humanitarian agencies also conduct, on occasion, more statistically rigorous surveys of the broader changes in the population. But these surveys are usually limited in scope to a small geographical area—a district or camp, not a whole country.

Similarly, much of the data that assessments draw on are process data from government departments or agencies. The number of civic services provided by central and local government institutions or the number of people served can serve as important indicators of the production or demand for services. In Serbia for example, the health system provided a stable number of emergency consultations, but reduced well-child visits and increased the number of immunizations provided during sanctions. This was because demand for immunizations rose when families knew fewer medicines and routine visits would be available to them.

In principle, information about how conditions are changing can be gleaned from agencies intimately involved in meeting changing demands on a daily basis since service providers usually count the number of people seen each day. Data of this type are typically the most widely available. This information is available in institutional files or annual reports, but it cannot be used to establish rates for the population as a whole. They can be used to track demand, but not need.

Thus, any time indicators derived from the number of services provided are used they will likely provide an incomplete description of the general condition of the population. Private services are seldom included in such counts, quality is difficult to assess, and the population’s need for such services cannot be determined. For example, the average number of medical visits in Cuba from conception through one year of age in 1990 was 22—far more than could actually be useful. But since the system could not respond to some needs (such as higher quality foods and medicines) it continued to raise the number of
services it could offer. Population-based surveys of prevailing conditions are the best way
to get around the limitations of service-delivery data.

With this in mind, UN organizations and the World Bank, often in partnership with
national Governments, engage in occasional large-scale surveys of economic and social
conditions in many countries. Often this data is available on the sponsoring organizations’
web sites. Prime among these organizations are the World Bank, UNICEF, the World
Health Organization (WHO) and the Pan American Health Organization, UN
Development Programme (UNDP), UNESCO, the Office of the UN High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR), the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights (OHCHR), the World Food Programme (WFP), the UN Environment Programme
(UNEP), the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), and the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO). UN sources are frequently combined and
made available via the web site of the UN Statistics Division or Common Country
Assessments (CCAs). Specialized web sites also collate detailed data from different sectors
or subsectors. For example the UN Administrative Coordinating Committee (SCN) pub-
lishes an electronic summary four times a year that draws together malnutrition and mor-
tality data from a range of agencies working in emergencies.

Outside the UN system, human rights organizations and civil society monitoring agencies
including (among many others) Human Rights Watch, SIPRI, Transparency
International, the Norwegian Refugee Council and the International Crisis Group collect
information on many countries. The number of groups and electronic databases prepared
by such organizations is growing rapidly.

When a database is uncovered, methodologic introductions, qualifiers or footnotes should
be read carefully. Were these data collected by the organization or are they reprinted from
another source? The original source should provide information on the time period exam-
nined, data definitions, information collection methods and population included.

Potentially, the best data sources come from either universal population counts (censuses)
or representative sample surveys covering all groups and areas of a country. Many countries
have a census to count the population or households every 10 years; few do them more
often and some have not had a census for more than two decades. A national census is
often unavailable in detail except in the planning office of a government.

There are currently only two widely available sources of representative sample information
from surveys about important health and demographic indicators in most developing
countries. The first is UNICEF’s Multiple Indicator Cluster Sample Survey (MICS),
which measures conditions of child and maternal health and well-being in more than 60
countries. A recent round of MICS surveys, comparable to the first group of surveys in
1996, was carried out during 1998-2000 in 55 countries.

The second is the series of “Demographic and Health Surveys” (DHS), which are nation-
ally representative household surveys with large sample sizes of about 5,000 households.
The sample sizes are carefully calculated to be statistically significant and representative of the country as a whole. DHS surveys provide data for indicators of population, health, women's status, fertility, children's status and nutrition. Many countries have carried out DHS surveys every five years; periodic surveys are available online for 30 countries and others are available off-line or via government planning departments.

For most countries additional surveys from international organizations or estimates and projections are available from UN organizations, economic research groups, and newspaper or encyclopedia "fact books". Most of these sources are now available on the Internet, or can be accessed in library reference collections, including UN, donor and university archives.

4.3.2 Collecting original information

Unlike secondary data sources, in original, or primary, data collection it is possible to select whom to include in the study and what is to be studied. The advantages of primary data collection therefore are: (1) the timeliness of the data can be controlled; (2) the representativeness of the data can be ensured; and (3) the type of information desired can be directly determined by the design of the survey questions.

If the goal of the primary data collection is to glean information about the larger population, statistical methods require that the sample (typically of people) be drawn as randomly as possible from the whole population, which means it will include dispersed people around the country. UN agencies and NGOs are increasingly making use of two-stage cluster sampling techniques that provide a reasonable degree of representativeness in circumstances where census information and lists of citizens are inaccurate or biased to exclude groups of peoples systematically. When done poorly, the conclusions from such studies have "gone beyond their data" to make generalizations which could not be justified.

When embarking on the collection of primary data, standardization of definitions for key variables should be established with unambiguous operational definitions in order for the data to be understood by others who might review the raw data afterwards. Supervisory efforts have to be made to assure that all participants are in fact using standard approaches and definitions in the field. In fact, almost every term or variable requires attention since even the most common terms take on different shades of meaning from culture to culture, from researcher to researcher and from respondent to respondent.

For example, many investigators assume that their staff all share a common understanding of what constitutes a “household”, while in reality, there can be many interpretations of this. Pre-test surveys will typically reveal the range of understandings that the target population have as well as the range of options to consider in establishing a definition. Establishing a common operative definition for key variables prior to the main survey is essential to ensure the quality and comparability of the resulting information.

Three types of studies are frequently used to gather original data on humanitarian conditions: cross-sectional studies, panel studies and longitudinal studies.
Cross-sectional studies

The simplest type of original or primary data collection is a one-time survey. Sometimes called cross-sectional studies, the objective is to collect information to characterize the humanitarian situation at a specific point in time. In other words, cross-sectional studies take a snapshot of how things appear and relationships at that moment, but do not capture patterns of change. In countries under sanctions, this has been the most common approach. Such a study provides potentially useful information about differences between groups but cannot be used to track trends over time. A good example was a survey by an independent group of scholars, the International Study Team, in Iraq eight months after the 1991 Gulf War. \(^2^2\) The data they collected provided the first national-level indicators for child malnutrition; all subsequent studies refer back to that source.

Thus, the quality of any causal model that only draws on cross-sectional data study will be weak because by itself cross-sectional data does not reveal dynamics or temporal relations. Various sets of cross-sectional information from different time periods can reveal changes over time. At a minimum, cross-sectional surveys help to establish a baseline, to be followed using more powerful study models as sanctions progress.\(^2^3\)

Panel studies

A better approach than a cross-sectional study is a panel study, where cross-sections are taken periodically using a common, systematic method. In Iraq, for example, national-level household demographic and nutrition surveys were carried out each five years from 1983-1993. The information gathered on sources and levels of income, family formation and child bearing are excellent examples of sensitive, longitudinal monitoring indicators. Unfortunately, after 1993, monitoring was interrupted.

The Government of Iraq failed to carry out a subsequent survey until 2000 and survey data was not available again until 2002. Similarly, despite an apparent demographic emergency documented in 1991, the results of another demographic survey only became available (thanks to UNICEF expertise and funding) in 2000. These special surveys have provided most of the useful information available on humanitarian conditions during sanctions in Iraq.

When there are only a few panels over a period of years, or where there is little continuity in the information gathered or the approaches used to gather it, a panel study will net few benefits.

Gaps in the regular collection of data, particularly in times of crisis, reduce the ability to make sense of data later when surveys are re-started. For example, although hundreds of individuals and groups had visited Iraqi hospitals in the 1990s, only one group used a list


\(^{23}\) Guidelines for undertaking a baseline assessment are outlined in section 5.3.3.
of standard questions and observation goals to set a baseline level for comparisons. With a little coordination, others could readily have done the same, which would have contributed to far better identification of changes in conditions around the country.

Panel studies that do not follow up with the same individuals during each panel have to examine whether the people in different panels are indeed comparable. Migration, attrition or mortality change the composition of the communities from which samples are drawn. Therefore, the question to be examined is whether substantial peculiar changes occur due to any of these forces. Seasonal cycles for phenomena such as malnutrition need to be understood if samples are to be taken in a manner that permits valid comparisons. For example, significant changes in malnutrition rates observed over the course of several months could be found to replicate a regular cycle of increase and decrease that occurs each year due to rain, climatic conditions and harvests.

A study of conditions at an initial point in time, preferably prior to the imposition of sanctions—a baseline study (see section 5.3)—is key in avoiding these problems. A good baseline can be prescriptive, suggesting the frequency with which future panels should be taken, the key information to collect in each panel, and the groups to include in those panels. It is almost impossible to go back and re-invent the questions or correct ambiguous definitions after this information is collected. Orientation on how to coordinate from the start cannot be substituted later.

Another challenge with panel studies is that they sometimes focus too heavily on collecting information on the outcomes of interest rather than relevant process information. Panels are good for special studies on subgroups of the population. If, for example, it is suspected that children in one region, in a new rural settlement or of one ethnic group are doing worse than others, the normal panel procedures for a nutrition study in the whole country can be utilized on a one-time basis among the population subgroups to learn about their status as compared to national trends. Depending on the results, it will be clear if further panels of this subgroup should be undertaken when the routine cycle of periodic panels continues.

**Longitudinal studies**

Whereas a cross-sectional study looks only at one point in time and a panel study repeats periodic cross-sections, sometimes it is possible to do ongoing monitoring in a continuous manner. This is a **longitudinal study**. When longitudinal studies are properly controlled and track the same individuals over time, they provide statistically powerful results.

The best studies follow the changes that occur to people throughout the period of sanctions. When it is not the same individuals tracked throughout, statistical validity and significance is lost. Unfortunately, most of the information available at regular intervals is institutional data from service statistics systems, which tracks a lot of people but does not track the same individuals throughout. For example, data may be available on the number of children seen in clinics for malnutrition each month. The limitation with this kind of data is that different individuals are included in each panel, so it is not a true longitudinal study.
A longitudinal study selects a group of individuals at baseline and follows these same individuals forward, observing how they are affected by sanctions. For example, families could provide income summaries each month. Changes in buying power among those living on public salaries, compared to those in the private sector, can be recorded and compared over time if the same families are followed throughout. This approach will potentially provide the best quality of comparable information.

Institutional data usually yields information on services provided but not on the population from which users come. If, however, everyone is included in the data, and if the population is not changing, such service statistics can be used to estimate population rates. For example, if almost all health care is provided via government hospitals, then changes in the number of hospital visits more closely represents a true change in the overall national pattern of use of medical care services. This was the case in Cuba and Serbia, allowing assessment teams to draw conclusions about how medical needs changed over time.

4.4 Further sources of data

One often hears that “There is no data!” In reality, there is always data and the more one looks, the more one finds. What the data represents and how to interpret it is not a simple matter, but finding data is often easier than expected. Table 3 on the following page outlines some examples of potential information sources and types of information.

4.5 Comparisons across population groups and time

Each country’s sanction is a unique event. In many cases, sanctions are national in scope with the result that control groups (people within the country not affected by sanctions) with which to make comparisons may be lacking.\(^{24}\) Control groups are the main way that difference outcomes can be attributed to a particular cause. For example, to test a new medicine, one group takes the pill while a comparable group does not (…or takes a placebo). Yet with sanctions, it will generally be difficult to identify an external group available for such simple, straightforward comparisons.

\(^{24}\)In the case of Angola sanctions were imposed on a particular group (UNITA), while in Iraq sanctions were implemented differently in the three northern governorates, as compared to the rest of the country.
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Comparison groups may be military versus civilians within a country, women versus men, the elderly versus adults, those receiving rationed food versus those who do not, or those employed in the public sector versus those in the private sector. The unique opportunities for generating subgroup analysis in each situation can only be determined locally. With creativity, comparison groups of some kind can be identified for many cases of sanctions. In Cuba, for example, the subgroup of the population with relatives who sent remittances from other countries was found to have better nutrition; their dollar incomes partially protected them in the 1990s from the accumulating stress of sanctions. Identification of vulnerable groups and the mechanisms by which they become vulnerable is key in determining what group to select for comparison. This process is explained in more detail in section 5.3.1.

When it is difficult to identify a control group within the country, a neighbouring country or group of countries can be compared to the effected country as a control. Of course, the validity of the comparison depends on how closely baseline conditions in neighbouring countries match those in the sanctioned State or region. For example, trends in infant mortality in Serbia were compared with similar data in neighbouring countries. Despite claims by Serbian authorities of sanctions’ harm on infants, it was found that not only did the rate of mortality decline in Serbia under sanctions, but it declined more than in any neighbouring country.

There is a large body of literature on these kinds of studies, called quasi-experimental studies.25

In using neighbouring States to identify comparison groups, investigators need to be aware that “third-party” States in proximity to the target State (either geographically or linked economically) may also experience humanitarian impacts of sanctions on the target State.

---

Table 3. Potential sources and types of additional information for humanitarian assessments related to sanctions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential sources of information</th>
<th>Types of information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armed forces</td>
<td>Change in health of inductees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International organizations, “in-country”</td>
<td>Survey on child-feeding practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional organizations, regional or central sites</td>
<td>Regional comparisons and national projections of social and demographic indicators; Web sites include: ILO, UNICEF, UNESCO, UNHCR, Relief Web, the UN Statistics Division, UNHABITAT, WHO, FAO, IFAD, USAID, USAID/OFDA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International donors and think tanks</td>
<td>Sharing of humanitarian assistance social service sections, programme-specific indicators and changes in those indicators; funding levels for Overseas Development Assistance (ODA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National organizations, such as schools, hospitals or workplaces</td>
<td>Service statistics and data on costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government finance or planning offices</td>
<td>Imports, contract cancellations, trade barriers, demographic surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Central Bank or equivalent</td>
<td>Exchange rates, financial reserves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local NGOs</td>
<td>Changes in need among service users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consulting groups</td>
<td>Surveys on women’s coping strategies in light of crisis, qualitative survey on women’s coping strategies in light of crisis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local firms</td>
<td>Changes in production levels, economic inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>Sociologic survey on women’s coping strategies in light of crisis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consulting groups</td>
<td>Demographics, household economy and other surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local firms</td>
<td>Changes in production levels, economic inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governments</td>
<td>Trends in fund transfers, exchange rates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The longitudinal studies described in section 4.3.2 above sometimes create the possibility of comparing the group that is affected by sanctions with the non-affected (control) group. In addition to comparisons between different population groups, changes in conditions experienced by the same population group over time can be used to assess the impact of sanctions. An example of the use of cross-time comparison for assessing the humanitarian implications of timber sanctions on Liberia is provided in box 3.

Box 3. Comparison of conditions across time in Liberia

Comparison of conditions across time in Liberia

In undertaking an assessment of possible humanitarian and socio-economic impacts of timber sanctions imposed on Liberia in July 2003, investigators identified several points in time against which to compare living conditions. Four time periods were used to assist in distinguishing the impacts of sanctions from those due to the fighting in Liberia. The four time periods were chosen to reflect the following combinations of political and security conditions: (i) fighting and sanctions (conditions at the time of the assessment); (ii) fighting and no sanctions (April 2003); (iii) no fighting and sanctions (this is the condition that would subsequently come into play following the peace agreement in August 2003); and (iv) no fighting and no sanctions (2001, early 2002).

By comparing conditions in the four different time periods the investigators were better able to assess the contribution of each of these factors to changes in those conditions. For this particular approach, the population groups under consideration—the civilian population in Liberia and the sub-group of employees in the timber sector—remained constant, while the impact of changed conditions was assessed. The assumption in using same-group, cross-time comparisons, however, is that other factors remain constant, or at least that the factors of interest contribute much more to the changes than other possible factors. In the case of Liberia, one other time-dependent factor that had to be taken into account was the impact of seasonal meteorological variations on the timber extraction process (and hence on revenue and employment supported by the timber industry).

The key principle in making comparisons across time is to ensure that the analysis takes into account factors other than the variable of interest (i.e., sanctions) that may have come into play, or changed in their intensity, over the same time period.27

4.6 Qualitative and quantitative information

The term "quantitative" refers to data or information that can be enumerated. Quantitative information is gathered to summarize the experience of large groups of people, make comparisons between groups, and track changes among them over time. The number of children malnourished or immunized is quantitative data because it is expressed through numbers.

Suggested sources of quantitative information are outlined in Table 4 below.

Table 4. Sources of quantitative information for assessments under sanctions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of quantitative information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service statistics such as:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The number of services provided (patients seen, X-rays taken or teeth filled)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The number of providers employed (registry of teachers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The number of people enrolled (registered students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The value of registered imports and exports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The number of people arrested or convicted of murder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Censuses such as:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The number of people (count of all retirees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A census of potential enrollees (i.e., list pensioners eligible for subsidies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Voting (the opinions of all adults about who can best govern)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Tax payers (in theory, the universe of those with income)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Market-based data</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- on exchange rates prices (in a sense, a continuous survey among suppliers and consumers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surveys such as:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Personal income—sources, and use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The current cost of a basket of goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Opinion polls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Percent of water samples that show no contamination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- School exams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Percentage of malnourished children</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualitative, on the other hand, refers to conditions or information that can at most be only partially enumerated. For example, descriptions of beliefs and cultural practices or parental feeding practices represent qualitative information.

It is often the case that in standardizing measures by quantifying them, much of the richness and uniqueness of the individual’s experience is lost. For example, we can say how many chil-
dren have completed the third grade, but we cannot capture in numbers the importance of writing their name or reading a book. Qualitative methods capture the contextual setting associated with information or situations affecting people’s lives. Quantitative methods are generally non-contextual, in that they attempt to abstract from the particularities of people to keep only a comparable, measurable core of information.

Qualitative information is derived mainly from:

- In-depth interviews with key individuals;
- Focus group discussions (that are semi-structured) with small groups of individuals;
- Casual meetings with communities of interest;
- Participant observation, to learn about what people do—how and why;
- Site visits to see the context in which they do it and to collect observations;
- Reviews of public records, archives and official transcripts to see what was said and how it was said;
- Review of other documents, such as newspapers;
- Critical incident questionnaires;
- Snowball interviews, where the first interview leads to a second, more focused interview with another individual.

Furthermore, qualitative information often takes the form of subjective, interpretive or symbolic expressions of meaning in people’s lives, and thus is difficult to standardize. How one interprets this information evolves through the process of collection of information. The investigator uses not only what is said, but the context and manner in which it is said and the other information one picks up from people’s behaviour. The subjective nature of this process of interpretation makes it difficult to measure or control bias in the collection of information or to test the accuracy of one’s interpretation. Qualitative information is essential for developing useful causal models. Key informants from the social programmes or data collection agencies already have a detailed sense of which variables are related and the nature of the influence of one on another.

Because qualitative methods involve more in-depth observation, they can elicit more participation by interviewees than quantitative approaches. This is key in facilitating the identification of useful recommendations in study results and in strengthening their implementation.

The use of qualitative methods in identifying the character of the relationships of one variable in the chain of causation to the next is thus particularly relevant in sanctions-related research. Not all sanctions are implemented in the same way or with the same intensity. Quantitative data can provide information on when sanctions were implemented, and even on “hard” statistics such as the dollar value of imported medicines. But qualitative information fills in missing links that are necessary in understanding humanitarian outcomes.
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The best assessments combine quantitative indicators with qualitative information to better understand how available inputs lead to specific outcomes. Such a combination greatly assists in elucidating the chain of events leading to humanitarian damage, resilience, and mitigating and modifying factors (see section 3.4). In practice there is little experience in combining information from quantitative and qualitative sources to create a more convincing assessment of social conditions.

In this way, qualitative information proves a unique dimension for understanding the efficiency of implementation of sanctions or humanitarian protection activities.

4.7 Relevance and reliability of information

4.7.1 Deciding which information is most important

What set of indicators will adequately represent the humanitarian situation in a country? The portrayal of these conditions depends on the investigator’s ability to define a unique set of indicators that collectively characterizes, and is sensitive to changes in, each local situation. There are, however, commonalities across countries regarding the major threats to well-being and the likely places where information on these indicators will be found.

By applying the “4 + 4” human security subject area framework (section 2.2.1) one can ensure that the status of core humanitarian needs and conditions can be captured. But the decision regarding which measures are most relevant in each subject area, and the plan to pursue the available information with which to characterize these measures, will require creativity and opportunism in each individual case. A priority set of indicators to use as a starting point for capturing humanitarian conditions is presented in box 6.

Lacking confidence that one has covered all the key areas, investigators frequently collect too much information to “cover all the bets”. This frequently results in the collection of an unwieldy amount of information, leading authors to delayed and overly complex reporting, which can seriously dilute the ability to communicate their main points. The audience must be kept foremost in mind in presenting data and analyses; otherwise consumers of the information may suffer from information overload. Focusing information collection to the key areas identified in “4 + 4” human security subject areas allows for greater efficiency and effectiveness.

4.7.2 Quality control on available information

To be useful, information must be:

- **Definable**—If there is an assessment that education has deteriorated, there must be a way to specify what deterioration means. Is it fewer children going to school (as in Haiti), lack of new textbooks (as in Serbia), or deterioration of physical plant (as in Iraq) and declining literacy (also in Iraq)?
Comparable—Continuing the above example: a useful operational definition of deterioration in education would require criteria that can be used in multiple locations, or that multiple informants can respond to, or both. A standard operational definition, and examination of literacy levels around the country and over time, is such an example.

Measurable—There is a wide range of precision in measurement, from the more qualitative (do you think education is “bad” or “good”) to the most quantitative (the percentage of 12-year-olds scoring about 500 points on the standard exam fell from 62 per cent to 58 per cent).

Accessible—If original data is to be collected, it should be easy to collect. If a secondary source is used, the information should be routinely available.

Representative of a defined population—If measurement is precise, but one does not know who does and who does not contribute to that collected information, the information is not useful. Does the information come from children in 2001, children aged 8 in 2001, children aged 8 in three districts in March of 2001, or children aged 8 in three districts that attended school on 3 March 2001. Each of these groups represents unique opportunities and limitations for comparing the results to other information.

The best way for investigators to know what the information represents is simply to ask:
- Who was included when information was collected? Who was not included?
- How was the information collected?
- By whom and under what conditions was it collected?

Information does not need to be quantitative or be available on the entire population of interest to be useful. Indeed, it is seldom viable to include all possible informants when information is collected. Were some kinds of people more likely to be included than others? If the group included is implied to be representative of a wider population, what would that wider group be? These are the types of questions that the investigator must answer to ensure that he/she has a good appreciation of the source, veracity and utility of the information.

4.7.3 What if there is no reliable source for good information, and existing second-rate sources do not agree?

Qualitative methods can provide useful impressions of what sources’ information best reflects the actual situation. Moreover, a qualitative method called triangulation assists in making judgement calls where information is inadequate. Triangulation is a process of taking the information that one has, to compare with information from a new source or a new informant. It is useful with both imperfect quantitative and qualitative information.

To compare information from multiple imperfect sources, the investigator must assess the potential biases from each source. This can be qualitative (“He is from the rival tribe”) or quantitative (“They counted 10 per cent fewer people from villages where malnutrition was higher”). To do this, one must identify the original source for the information and
determine how it was collected. Each independent data source should only be included once, no matter how many people refer to it, unless there is reason to believe that it is better than other available sources.

4.7.4 Bias and error in measurement

Bias is a systematic error in the information gathered. Clinic exit surveys in Iraq, for example, consistently showed better nutrition than representative household surveys. Young children who receive vaccinations are slightly healthier than the general population of young children and this was reflected in nutrition status. A measuring scale that is off-calibration may consistently under-weigh commodities. The amount of bias can be determined by seeing how off of true the scale is. For example, bias would exist if 30 per cent of babies are born in hospitals, but their weights are assumed to represent average birth weights nationally.

The biases that affect quantitative studies can be summarized in two areas:

- Threats to internal validity (are we really measuring what we think we are measuring?); and
- Threats to external validity (do these results accurately represent the wider population of interest that we think they represent).

Methods exist to examine and reduce the influence of many of these biases. The most important is recall bias. There are many forms recall bias may take. As one example, in charged political situations people are likely to recall the past as being either better or worse than it actually was. They are also more likely to want to remember politically important events in their lives and will tend to report those events even if they occurred outside the time frame asked about in the survey. It is usually much more effective to ask for opinions about the present time than the past or future. When questions need to be about the past, it is helpful to pinpoint a hard historical milestone that is hard for the respondent to be confused about. In contrast, when asking many people about events that happened during the last two years, they will frequently make mistakes recalling whether an event happened “20 months ago” or “26 months ago” and therefore may be more prone to over-remember it as occurring more recently if it was important to them, and as being further in the past (or not think to mention it at all) if it weighed as less important.

Two important methods to reduce recall bias are to conduct a pre-test for the survey questions in order to reveal the kinds of recall problems that occur, and to ask different questions about the same thing, each coming from a different angle that forces the respondent either to curtail their own bias or to provide answers that bound the true event within an interval.

In analysing results, bias can be understood and therefore filtered out through triangulation. For example, it is possible to conduct independent checks on recall: information on wages gathered in homes can be compared to data from employers, landlords, neighbours, credit unions, central banks, or planning ministries. “Leading questions” prejudice the
responses gathered, and so differing ways to ask a question can be used to find the most effective approach. For example, good recall studies on mortality never mention the word “death”; they ask instead about people ever born and ask where they are now.

4.8 Improving the interpretation and reporting of data

4.8.1 Problems and cautions with interpretation of data

Extrapolation beyond the scope of the data source
Generalizing beyond the data is a frequent methodological error. When a study in a narrow geographic area of time finds excess mortality or excess malnutrition, there is often a temptation to extrapolate that finding as if it were representative of a larger, surrounding population. As a rough guess, it has some value, but it should not be presented as if the information actually proves anything about the larger population. This is a very common reason why others misrepresent information in a report, claiming that “a scientific study has proven” such projections to be accurate and forgetting the caveats or limitations stated by the authors. It is best to say that, “It cannot be determined with the information at hand how many children have died overall, but the evidence, in one study, suggests that the rate has increased”.

Extrapolating beyond the time frame
Another common mistake in analysing humanitarian consequences of crises is to extrapolate a data point over a longer period of time. For example, where very high excess mortality is seen in emergencies, it is usually documented only for a short period of time. Very high rates are then referenced over and over and in the process are understood by the media and professionals as referring not to a narrow point in time but to the entire period of crisis. For example, in Biafra in 1998, an analyst reported 2,000 deaths in one day in a famine zone. Based on that observation, others multiplied that by 365 days and concluded that 1 million Biafrans died that year from famine. No data were available to cross-check this estimate. Therefore it is just as reasonable to extrapolate data from the beginning or end-points of the famine as it would be to extrapolate a single, worst-case observation. A reasonable solution is to interpolate, not extrapolate. That is, to estimate that the true, average rate over a period is half way (or using other weighted measures) in-between rates found at different points in time.

Extrapolating from selective populations
Much data comes from organizations working with particular groups in particular areas, for example persons who attend a particular church or children in a given orphanage. Beyond the problem of the limitations of service-delivery data already mentioned, there are limits to how much can be extrapolated from a group that is atypical to a larger population.

Extrapolating from self-selected populations
When an NGO, for instance, reports—as they very commonly do—that the populations seen in its emergency-feeding programmes have high malnutrition rates, that is to be expected because (a) people with malnutrition go out of their way to seek out these programmes, and (b) the criteria for entry into the programme requires that they
exhibit malnutrition. Thus, the rates seen in these self-selected sites have almost no value in revealing the rates of malnutrition in the larger population. Unfortunately, much of this kind of data gets repeated and limitations of the meaning of the data are lost along the way.

Evidence of change

Often data suggests that the status of a population has changed because of a change in the use of some service. For example, in many emergencies, there is a reported increase in the number of persons seeking food and employment through public works projects that scale up when demand increases. An increase in the number of persons who come seeking work at a food-for-work project might or might not indicate a real increase in the price of food, the availability of food due to a failed harvest, the closing of certain markets, an increase in the size of the local population, an increase in the rate of unemployment, or all of the above. It would be inappropriate, without other corroborating information, to conclude that any one of these factors was the sole or main cause.

4.8.2 Improving data reporting

Where quantitative indicators are used, the information is almost always presented as a single number, e.g. “A death rate of 100/1000”. This form of data presentation fails to communicate the relative level of precision available for the numbers presented. More accurate would be the inclusion of a 95 per cent statistical confidence interval, e.g. 100/1000 plus or minus 10/1000. This requires some mathematical calculations.

Data sets should also always be recorded, maintained and presented with answers to the following four questions:

1. What was the underlying population being surveyed—the catchment population from which the sample was drawn or intended to be drawn?
2. What was the time frame (which months or dates) that the data referred to? Where recall or retrospective analysis is being conducted, what intervals of time were being asked?
3. What was the sampling method? If randomization was used, or stratified sampling, what was the strategy? What was the sample size (referred to as “N”)?
4. What operational definitions were used by those generating the original data? If diseases are used, for example, what “case definitions” applied in that situation? If unemployment statistics are generated, what do the categories mean—full or partial unemployment, among the total adult population or among those “seeking work”?28

28 See Brent Burkholder and Leslie Boss (Journal of the American Medical Association, August 1994), who established these guidelines after working with UNICEF-Somalia and attempting to make sense of the cacophony of agency survey results provided to them, with potentially valuable numbers in them but without the contextual information about what they referred to, when, and how to allow them to be analyzed together.
Researchers should also describe their impressions of the imperfections in the data used, and the biases inherent in them, in order to communicate the level of uncertainty associated with the numbers reported. In addition, researchers should give the reader a sense of the level of precision implied by numerical estimates.

Indicators of inputs (such as food distributed or the value of medicines imported) or PROCESS (number of medical visits, the number of diarrhoea or measles cases reported, or the number of children out of school) are easier and quicker to collect and can be more timely and detailed than OUTCOME indicators such as mortality rates. Other OUTCOME indicators such as the percentage of children malnourished or the percentage of homes with access to clean water, while only partial expressions of the overall health situation, are relatively easy to collect in special surveys and are very useful for monitoring humanitarian conditions. By contrast, a small increase in risk of death, which is a rare event even at relatively high rates, is far more difficult to establish with adequate statistical confidence. That is, a change, which may be important for assessment purposes, may be very important to know about even if it is a small change, but because it is small may be very hard to observe or conclusively document. This is why, for instance, there is frequently a great deal of confusion and controversy over reports on infant mortality rates.

Analysis of the data, inferences that may be drawn from it, and what it is felt to demonstrate, should only be presented in a section after the data. Editorial terms should not be mixed in with the summarization or analysis of information. Data should first be presented, then any analysis or editorial comments about its meaning can be presented. In this way, the reader is permitted to first make his or her own judgement about what the data says.
5. Sanctions assessment methodology

5.1 Overview
The preceding chapters have described the main elements of the methodology to assess the humanitarian implications of sanctions. This chapter brings it all together: the framework outlined in chapter 2 is used here to guide construction of the methodology, while the causal modelling approach (chapter 3), indicators and data sources (chapter 4) form the building blocks of the assessment technique.

This chapter identifies methodological challenges in studies on sanctions, describes specific requirements for undertaking baseline assessments and presents the five steps that constitute the assessment methodology. Differences in application of the methodology, which depend on whether it is employed in advance of, during or following sanctions, are also explored here. This chapter concludes with guidelines on applying the methodology to assessment of four categories of targeted sanctions.

5.2 Methodological challenges in studies on sanctions
Two key challenges exist in monitoring and assessing the humanitarian impact of sanctions. The first is in determining the current status of humanitarian conditions in the sanctioned country or region, in the midst of a complex and often rapidly changing political and security environment. The second is in distinguishing between the effects of sanctions and the effects of other factors that influence the humanitarian situation in the targeted country.

5.2.1 Determining the current status of humanitarian conditions
Situations of humanitarian crisis exhibit a complex interdependence of economic, political and social conditions. Identifying humanitarian outcomes and the chain of causation that leads to them is challenging and controversial. However, some problems with measurement of relevant variables are particular to situations with sanctions.

- First, in some instances sanctions may cause an increase in the risk of changes in humanitarian conditions among a large group of people. This increased risk, and the actual changes that may result, may be obscured by concurrent events that independently contribute to negative humanitarian outcomes, such as war, mass migration or economic crisis. In fact, most sanctions are accompanied by some of these other concurrent factors, as well as problems of governance.

- Second, in sanctioned countries or regions, reduced access to data on key indicators may obscure trends and their causes, leading to further lack of clarity in the assessment. For example, in many war-torn societies or failed States, basic demographic statistics (such as Annex I provides a brief review of the extent to which previous assessment methodologies have addressed this second challenge.)
• Third, there is the potential for oversimplification of the influence of sanctions, which is especially likely if investigators make only brief trips to affected areas and live detached from the “feel” of everyday life experienced by the local population.

5.2.2 Identifying the unique effects of sanctions

In situations of sanctions, cause and effect associated with humanitarian conditions may be difficult to separate. The fluidity of the situation means that the effects of sanctions may “feed back” into the chain of causation to further influence outcomes, indicating a spiral, rather than a linear, sequence of events (see figure 4). The sanctioned government or group may, for example, ration essential imported goods, putting further pressure on systems for domestic production and modifying normal market mechanisms for distribution. Sanctions, as political and economic events, may be many steps removed from the humanitarian outcomes of interest in the chain of causation. The longer the chain of events, the greater the chance that identification and specification of steps and their interrelationships are misunderstood. Moreover, the kind of effects on economic systems that may be caused by sanctions can be the same as those caused by other events occurring at the same time, such as war and mismanagement of the economy. Therefore, it is important that the context in which sanctions are imposed be taken into account (so-called “context analysis”) to assist in identifying the unique consequences of sanctions. Context analysis in Liberia in 2001, for example, highlighted that the dollar value of humanitarian assistance cuts was already greater than the income that would be lost from sanctions.

Accounting for mediating factors

The task of identifying the unique contribution of sanctions to humanitarian conditions is further complicated by the fact that the impact of a sanction on a population can be mediated by a country’s underlying economic and social systems. Coping mechanisms that may help to mitigate or shift the impact of sanctions emerge in times of humanitarian crisis. Governments, industries and citizens each have ways of shifting resources and activities to circumvent the restrictions that sanctions at first impose. There are thus multiple intermediate paths to harm or protection that complicate identification of a straightforward causal model. For example, changes in the distribution of essential goods within the family and the mobilization of underutilized resources due to political/social stimuli modify the impact of resource changes that may result from sanctions. The experience of Cuba and Serbia, where infant mortality declined (a good outcome) during sanctions, is a more relevant and dramatic example of this phenomenon. These

---

30 For example, during the sanctions in Haiti and the international intervention in Somalia, both in 1993, basic statistics about child health were unavailable. UN annual reports printed estimates based on data that were many years old.
modifying influences are difficult to isolate and often go unrecognized or unmeasured unless qualitative research is carried out to supplement numerical indicators (see section 4.6). Even a dramatic decline in important resources does not always or immediately lead to increases in morbidity or mortality due to the resilience of such humanitarian assets as public education, healthy behaviours, trained health workers and infrastructure. Assets like these may deteriorate only gradually and can even be improved despite sanctions-related constraints. Similarly, a “rally round the flag” response to sanctions can mediate how people feel about their living conditions and may result in more effective mobilization of local resources in reaction to threats—actual or perceived—related to sanctions.

Time lags in humanitarian implications becoming apparent
Resource mobilization at various levels within the sanctioned country/region also contributes to another challenge in assessing the unique impacts of sanctions, namely: that there may be a time lag between the imposition of sanctions and the humanitarian consequences becoming apparent.

Delays in implementation of sanctions by States or intergovernmental organizations, the level of commodity reserves and resource stocks available in country, and possible indirect effects of sanctions on economic activity and humanitarian assistance may all contribute to a time lag.

For example, the imposition of sanctions may result in additional self-imposed restrictions by third-party States that may reduce legitimate trade because they are unclear about the scope of sanctions (what is and what is not covered). Also, depending on the type of sanctions, they may result in “brain drain” in particular targeted sectors, or among public sector employees, over time. This drain on professional expertise and knowledge will have a delayed impact on humanitarian conditions.

Being open to seeing unexpected and indirect impacts
A further difficulty is presented in attempting to identify causes of indirect impacts of sanctions, and possible relationships between sanctions and less tangible impacts. Examples of these indirect and less tangible impacts include:

- The threat of imposition of sanctions may cause international donors to reconsider their support for funding humanitarian operations in the sanctioned State;
- Foreign corporations, unsure of their national legislation on sanctions and on the scope of the measures imposed, may curtail legitimate trade for fear of acting in breach of national laws;
- Local currency exchange rates and food commodity prices may react speculatively to possible or actual imposition of sanctions.

Though not related to sanctions, an example worth noting is the famine in Bengal, India, during 1941-1943, a time of severe economic and financial realignments around the world because of the ongoing global conflict. During 1941 and 1942 there were fears that the Japanese army would invade and occupy India, beginning in the eastern area of Bengal. As
a result, commodity markets overreacted and the cost of food tripled, even though there was no actual physical decline in food availability (in fact, the rice harvest was better than average). Because food consumption dominated household budgets, this led to a contraction in all other purchases, leading to a sharp recession during which time millions of people lost their jobs, particularly urban workers. The combination of higher food prices and dramatic collapse in income streams resulted in an estimated two million deaths due to starvation. Japan did not invade and the food remained plentiful, but the humanitarian impact of the self-perpetuating dynamic of overreaction was enormous.31

Two examples of direct and indirect effects of sanctions that may occur in some instances are shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. Notional examples of possible indirect impacts of sanctions

---
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Investigators undertaking humanitarian assessments under sanctions must be cognizant of these challenges to identifying the unique impact of sanctions, and must take particular care to gather and utilize qualitative information, which will assist in identifying how resources are mobilized, substituted or modified under sanctions.

5.3 Undertaking a baseline assessment of humanitarian conditions

To assess potential humanitarian impacts of sanctions, a reference point must be established against which changes in humanitarian conditions can be measured. This so-called “baseline” assessment provides such a reference point for humanitarian and socio-economic conditions around the time of the onset of sanctions.

A good baseline predicts where the focus of future assessments should be: the areas of greatest humanitarian concern will evolve over time and therefore the focus of information to be collected may also have to shift. Recent trends can only suggest future developments. Prospective, or forward-looking, collection of information is needed to determine what is happening during the period of the assessment.

The baseline assessment represents prevailing or “unsanctioned” underlying social and humanitarian conditions. Prospective data and information can then be collected periodically during the period of sanctions. In addition to providing a pre-sanctions reference point for humanitarian conditions, a baseline study helps to identify:

- Reliable informants and information sources, and weaknesses and gaps in existing information;
- Problems and inconsistencies among multiple information sources and begin the process of triangulation to validate data sources;
- Vulnerable groups in the society and anticipate how sanctions will exacerbate their pre-existing vulnerability (see section 5.3.1 below);
- Likely areas where sensitive indicators of change in humanitarian conditions can be found;
- The existing capacity for information collection and the needs and opportunities to strengthen it;
- The frequency with which ongoing assessments should be carried out.

Baseline assessments are often undertaken as one-time “snapshots”. This approach fails to capture variations and trends in a country. If subsequent changes in humanitarian conditions point to deterioration in certain aspects of people’s lives, it may be that these indicators were experiencing a declining trend anyway. Sanctions may in fact have contributed little or nothing to the decline. For this reason, baseline assessments should include recent historical trends in humanitarian conditions in the country or region.
The baseline assessment may use indicators that are more suitable for evaluation of conditions at a given point in time, rather than indicators that may be more suitable for measuring changes in conditions (see section 4.2). The reference table of humanitarian indicators (table 7) included in annex II identifies indicators best suited to measurement of baseline conditions.

5.3.1 Assessing humanitarian vulnerability as part of baseline assessment

Increased exposure to risk creates vulnerability. Humanitarian vulnerability is characterized by decreased access to essential goods and services (relevant to the “4 + 4” human security subject areas) relative to the needs of the individual. Assessment of the vulnerability of population groups to changes in humanitarian conditions as a result of sanctions is critical in establishing an effective baseline and for monitoring the possible impact on these groups over time.

Women, children, disadvantaged ethnic groups, the poor, the elderly and refugees are often more vulnerable, may be discriminated against and have lower incomes. Thus they are also often less able to obtain the needed goods and services. Local custom or law can create vulnerabilities even if the income is not lower by denying the right to use funds, own property or charging members of certain groups more than others for the same services or items. Even if they receive the same level of goods as others, they may be vulnerable if they need more than others.

Humanitarian vulnerability is dependent not only on the characteristics of the individual (gender, education level, economic status) and environment (political, economic environment etc.), but also on the types of measures imposed. Different types of sanctions will affect different groups in different ways. Targeted trade sanctions, for example, may pose a hazard for employees in certain industries whereas they may have previously been considered one of the least vulnerable groups due to their income derived from employment. In short, groups that were not at risk of suffering a decline in their humanitarian status prior to sanctions may suddenly become vulnerable under sanctions.

Vulnerability must be assessed on the basis of how sanctions can place groups within the population at increased humanitarian risk by constraining their access to certain goods and services. Therefore, a priori assessment of likely vulnerabilities is essential for the understanding of the potential humanitarian implications of sanctions.

5.3.2 Vulnerability analysis and mapping

Assessment of humanitarian vulnerability requires both identification of vulnerable groups and analysis and mapping of the degree of vulnerability. One technique employed to analyse and catalogue vulnerability is the Vulnerability Analysis and Mapping (VAM) approach used by the UN World Food Programme (WFP) and other humanitarian agencies.

WFP has used Vulnerability Analysis and Mapping in the context of food security analysis, and in this application the VAM framework includes consideration of three compo-
ments: availability, access and utilization (of food). The technique can similarly be applied to health, water and sanitation and education, the three subject areas that, together with food and nutrition, constitute the four core human security subject areas in the sanctions assessment methodology. Analysis and mapping of vulnerability can be undertaken in four steps.

First, indicators are identified in each of the subject areas of interest across three dimensions: availability, access and utilization. For this purpose, indicators can be selected from the “4 + 4” human security subject areas. An example of the indicators used by WFP for vulnerability assessment in northern Iraq is illustrated in box 4. Second, the investigator must ensure that the “direction” of all indicators is the same: that is, ensure that a high value across all indicators represents a consistently favourable or unfavourable indicator.

Third, weighting factors are defined to rank the relative importance of the chosen indicators to overall vulnerability (for example, how important is “wheat production” compared to “income”?). Fourth, an overall vulnerability index is calculated using the indicators and weighting factors.

In addition to these steps, the following points should be considered in identifying possible vulnerable groups:

- Women are at greater risk of malnutrition when pregnant and breastfeeding because of the increased nutritional demands that a child places on their bodies.

---

**Box 4. Indicators used by WFP for vulnerability analysis and mapping in northern Iraq, 2002**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Related food security component</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Wheat production</strong></td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Local production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Animal production (2 indicators)</strong></td>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Local production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Income (salary)</strong></td>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Regular and temporary employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Expenditure (non-food items)</strong></td>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Stunting rate/low height for age (children 0-5)</strong></td>
<td>Utilization</td>
<td>Outcome indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Body mass index for men and women (2 indicators)</strong></td>
<td>Utilization</td>
<td>Outcome indicator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---
• Young children are at greater risk because they are more physically vulnerable to disease as well as physical stress; they require nutrients for growth that cannot be made up for later; they are less able to identify or acquire needed resources; and they need more timely access to a changing set of goods for growth and development;

• In many countries, women have lower education and very often have lower incomes than men. Child bearing leaves them less time in the labour force and they often experience discrimination in hiring. For these reasons, they are at special risk of the possible economic impacts of sanctions. As more frequent users of public services, the deterioration of these services during economic and social crises also may affect women more severely;

• Information is a key resource in the modern world. Any group with lower educational achievement is likely to be more vulnerable to sanctions due to poorer access to good and timely information. This is commonly the case among women, rural residents and those from discriminated social groups. Radios, televisions and social networks are important means by which information is transmitted. If access to these is constrained, knowledge of how to access, acquire or use key resources may be weakened.

Qualitative methods can assist in identifying the vulnerable groups, and the reasons for their vulnerability, in a particular context. Tracing changes over time by characteristics associated with their vulnerability—by education, sex or site of residence, can help in specifying the causal model and identifying the unique impact of sanctions.

5.3.3 Checklist for undertaking a baseline assessment

The preceding sections have identified the main elements of a baseline assessment and the techniques used for assessing vulnerability as part of that assessment. A summary checklist of actions required to make a baseline assessment is presented in box 5.

Characterization of humanitarian and socio-economic conditions at baseline should include:

• Levels, rates of change and relative stability of key humanitarian indicators from annex II, in each of the “4 + 4” human security subject areas, over recent years;

• Factors influencing these conditions in the particular context of the country;

• Regional variations in key indicators;

• Status of humanitarian conditions among vulnerable groups;

• Role of the industries likely to be affected by sanctions;

• Alternative employment options;

• Monetary and non-monetary contributions from various industry and service sectors to the national economy, government revenue and local society.
## Box 5. Checklist for undertaking a baseline assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Where to find more information in this handbook</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1    | Gather information on humanitarian conditions  
      | → Using primary and secondary sources, gather data/information for humanitarian indicators  
      | → Start with data already collected for other processes/assessments (CCA etc.) | Section 4.3 |
| 2    | Assess current conditions and recent trends in each of the “4 + 4” human security subject areas  
      | → Using select humanitarian indicators in each of the “4 + 4” subject areas, develop an image of humanitarian conditions  
      | → Use indicators of PROCESS and OUTCOME to provide a basis for identifying factors that influence those conditions  
      | → Establish recent trends in those conditions | Section 2.2.1, annex II and chapter 4 |
| 3    | Identify possible factors influencing those conditions  
      | → Identify proximal and more remote causes influencing the humanitarian conditions  
      | → Identify the sensitivities of particular indicators to changes in the influencing factors | Section 3.4 |
| 4    | Establish a profile of vulnerability within the population  
      | → Identify vulnerable groups within the population (type, size, extent of vulnerability etc.)  
      | → Undertake a mapping of vulnerable groups | Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 |
| 5    | Identify “gaps” or deficiencies in existing data/information | Section 4.3 |
| 6    | Prepare to use baseline as reference for future assessment of changes in conditions  
      | → Identify those indicators best suited to measurement of change over time (see annex II)  
      | → Identify the existing capacity for information collection and the needs/opportunities to strengthen it  
      | → Identify the frequency with which ongoing assessments should be carried out | Annex II |

### 5.3.4 Compatibility with other assessment processes

Compatibility across assessments is enhanced when the desired information is also of interest to other users. The UN Millennium Development Goals (MDG) use a framework of common (across agency) indicators to assess progress towards achieving agreed development targets. This framework can provide a nucleus of indicators for conducting humanitarian assessments prior to and during sanctions. In recent years, many countries and agencies have begun to concentrate on generating this short list of key indicators using common definitions and standards.

Box 6 lists select indicators for measuring progress toward achieving the UN Millennium Development Goals—which are also in the Common Country Assessment list of indicators—cross-referenced with the eight human security subject areas. Therefore, the UN
Country Team may have already compiled many of the indicators necessary for sanctions assessments. However, many of these CCA indicators are not collected reliably for regions within countries or for subgroups of a given population. Moreover, some indicators are not available for all countries and for every year; some reported data may come from old surveys, projections, or estimates between years for which data is collected. Such limitations can be established by carefully reviewing when, where, and how the data were collected.

Even when these data are available, they may not be sufficiently sensitive in order to identify changes due to sanctions. In the health subject area, more sensitive indicators could be the percentage of hospital-based births of children weighing less than 2,500 grams, the number of children seen at clinics with diarrhoea or pneumonia, or epidemics of immunization preventable diseases. For any of the Millennium Development Goal indicators, a fuller picture will be developed if one or several other indicators are used in addition to those listed in box 6. The choice of indicators to use should depend on the criteria listed in chapter 4 and must be chosen by the investigator once an evaluation of data availability and quality is made for the country in question.
Box 6

Priority humanitarian indicators in each of the eight human security subject areas, categorized as indicators of PROCESS or OUTCOME. These indicators are drawn from the UN Common Country Assessment (CCA) indicator framework to ensure maximum compatibility with the CCA process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human security subject area</th>
<th>OUTCOME indicators</th>
<th>PROCESS indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Under-five deaths (UNICEF-UNHCR)</td>
<td>Proportion of 1-year-old children immunized against measles (UNICEF-UNHCR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maternal mortality rate (UNFPA)</td>
<td>Proportion of births attended by skilled health personnel (UNICEF-UNHCR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malaria prevalence among 15-24-year-old pregnant women (UNAIDS-UNICEF-UNFPA)</td>
<td>Condom use rate of the contracaive prevalence rate (UNAIDS, UNICEF, UNFPA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prevalence and death rates associated with malaria (WHO)</td>
<td>Proportion of population with access to affordable essential drugs on a sustainable basis (WHO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and nutrition</td>
<td>Prevalence of under-five children under five years of age (UNICEF-UNHCR)</td>
<td>Proportion of population below minimum level of dietary energy consumption (FAO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water and sanitation</td>
<td>Proportion of population with access to an improved water source (UNICEF-UNHCR)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proportion of urban population with access to improved sanitation, urban and rural (UNICEF-UNHCR)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Proportion of girls starting grade 1 who reach grade 5 (UNESCO)</td>
<td>Net enrollment ratio in primary education (UNESCO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literacy rate of 15-24-year-olds (UNESCO)</td>
<td>Personal computers in use per 100 population (ITU) and Internet users per 100 population (ITU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Proportion of students in tertiary education (UNESCO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Share of women in elected office (IU)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic status</td>
<td>Proportion of population below $1 (PPP) per day (World Bank)</td>
<td>Share of women in wage-employment in the non-agricultural sector (ILO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poverty gap ratio (in deciles x depth of poverty) (World Bank)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Share of poorest quintile in national consumption (World Bank)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unemployment rate of 15-24-year-olds, each sex and level (ILO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Proportion of population using solid fuels (WHO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carbon dioxide emissions (per capita) (UNFCC, UNDP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and consumption of ozone-depleting CFCs/GDP (ton) (UNEP-Ozone)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic and community</td>
<td>Proportion of households with access to secure tenure (UNHABITAT)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4 Methodology for assessing humanitarian implications of sanctions

The sanctions assessment methodology is presented here in five steps, and is summarized in schematic form in figure 7. The methodology can be used to assess potential humanitarian consequences in advance of, during or following sanctions (see section 5.5). The five steps can also be applied to assess potential impacts of different types of sanctions (section 5.6).

Step I: Clearly identify the sanction measures (types of sanctions proposed or in place) and outcome (humanitarian conditions) of interest

Identify the measures covered by sanctions, the nature and scope of humanitarian exemptions (if applicable), and provisions for selective approval of exempt goods. These actions—for example, a prohibition on air travel for a particular country, or a ban on the sale and export of diamonds—constitute a starting point for the assessment.

To monitor humanitarian conditions investigators must identify potential indicators and associated data sources. Indicators of humanitarian conditions should span the “4 + 4” human security subject area. The four CORE subject areas of human security relate to health, food and nutrition, water and sanitation, and education; while the four SYSTEMIC subject areas relate to governance, economic status, physical environment and demography.

The choice of which indicators to use is based on the type of sanctions, available data, capacity and ability to collect original data, previous studies, and indicators already used by humanitarian agencies in the country. Box 6 outlines some priority indicators of PROCESS and OUTCOME in each of the human security subject areas.

Step II: Undertake a “baseline” assessment of conditions prior to sanctions

Using these indicators of humanitarian conditions, carry out a baseline assessment of conditions prior to, or at the onset of, sanctions. This should follow the guidelines outlined in section 5.3 (and box 5) to provide a starting point against which to track changes in conditions.

If the assessment is undertaken prior to the imposition of sanctions, current and historical conditions will serve as a baseline. If the assessment is being undertaken during sanctions, and a previous baseline does not exist, then a retrospective baseline drawing on historical data sources should be elaborated.

This baseline should include an assessment of the humanitarian vulnerability of the population prior to sanctions. In addition to considera-
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Step III: For each of the “4 + 4” human security subject areas, construct causal models to identify possible linkages between sanctions measures and humanitarian conditions.

Identify possible causal pathways and intermediate variables linking the sanctions measures to the potential effects (changes to humanitarian conditions as measured by indicators selected in step I) in each subject area.

Begin with the four core subject areas (health, food and nutrition, water and sanitation, and education), as this will assist in identifying intervening variables for other subject areas. The PROCESS indicators in each of the subject areas in the table of indicators (annex II) and box 6 represent possible intermediate variables. Construct causal models (see box 2) tracing forward from individual sanction measures and tracing backwards from humanitarian conditions (to identify intermediate causes). For each “node” or junction along the pathways identify each possible significant cause. Use the criteria of causation to confirm causal relationships between variables.

For example, in the economic sector, tracing forward from sanctions on state-controlled mining operations may identify a reduction in government revenue from this source due to sanctions as the next link in the chain. A collateral link in the chain (again in this economic sector) may be the reduction of employment among miners. Each of these intermediate causes can then be traced to the next step. Reduced government revenue may reduce funding for social services and health care. In this way, a web-like set of linkages between the sanction measures and humanitarian conditions is constructed.

Step IV: Identify potential sources of information for each of the PROCESS and OUTCOME indicators identified in the causal models, and gather the necessary information to complete the models.

Section 4.6

See “Creating a model of the chains of causation” section 3.4

For indicators in each of the eight human security subject areas, see annex II

For “Criteria of causation”, see section 3.4

Another example of a causal model is presented in figure 4.
tify sources of quantitative and qualitative information for each of the PROCESS indicators associated with the intermediate steps in the chain of events and for the OUTCOME indicators that have been identified as possible areas of humanitarian impact in the causal models. Some of these OUTCOME indicators may be the same as those identified in step I. Previously they were used for identifying conditions at baseline, and now they will be used to measure changes in those conditions.

If this effort points to gaps in available information and data, and time and resources permit, then investigators should consider collecting original data to address this deficiency. Collect the information and data from the identified sources using the guidelines presented in chapter 4. When gathering data, ensure that the resulting PROCESS and OUTCOME indicator values reflect the vulnerabilities of particular population groups to changes due to sanctions.

Following completion of this step, the investigator should have data sources and information available for each “node” or step in the causal models constructed under step III.

Step V: In each human security subject area, identify and extract the contribution of sanctions to the observed effects, separate from effects due to other causes

The causal models and associated indicators and data sources that have been constructed in the preceding four steps provide the basis for extracting the contribution of sanctions to changes in humanitarian conditions, which is the final step in the methodology.

To do this, repeat the following process for each of the eight causal models (one for each human security subject area):

A. Starting with the sanction measure(s), trace a path through the causal model for a human security subject area one intermediate step at a time. Using the simple causal model shown previously in figure 2 (page 10) as an example, this would involve tracing through the steps from “trade sanction” to “increased malnutrition”.

B. At each intermediate step, use the quantitative and qualitative information associated with the PROCESS indicators (gathered in step IV) to identify how much of an influence the sanction(s) has on that particular intermediate step. In some instances it may indeed
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be possible to calculate the contribution of sanctions to the intermediate effect in a quantitative manner (e.g. “Trade sanctions resulted in the elimination of 5,000 jobs in sector X, representing a Y per cent increase in the prevailing unemployment rate in the formal sector.”) However, in many cases, the investigator must make an informed estimate about the mechanisms, and the level of importance of each, of the contribution of sanctions to the variable of interest based on available data.

C. At each of these intermediate steps, take measures to enhance the reliability of the assessment by: (i) assigning a level of confidence to the assessment of the impact of sanctions at each individual step (not purely a statistical measure) (see section 4.7); (ii) using multiple data sources to “triangulate” for accuracy; and (iii) using qualitative information to better inform your judgement of how much sanctions impact the particular step (see section 4.6).

D. Proceeding along the intermediate steps in each causal model, catalogue the contribution of sanctions, at each intermediate step in the causal model. This can be done by simply compiling a list of the assessed consequences of sanctions at each intermediate step.

E. When this process of tracing finishes at the OUTCOME indicators of humanitarian conditions (the final step in the causal model), the impact of sanctions on those conditions can be expressed as the cumulative impact of sanctions at each of the intermediate steps leading to that outcome. Box 7 presents a simple example to demonstrate this cumulative effect.

F. Finally, present the findings as a direct sanction-outcome relationship, and also as a linked process. For the former, summarize the impact of sanctions on specific humanitarian conditions by directly linking the sanction measure with those conditions that have been shown to be affected. For example, in the education subject area: “Sanctions on mining activities contributed to a decline in school enrolment rates for children aged 10-16 by 20 per cent nationwide.” For the same example, reporting of the process highlights the intermediate steps: “Sanctions on mining activities resulted in the loss of 10,000 jobs each paying approximately US$ 2/day. Qualitative information and surveys confirm that this resulted in increased engagement of those child dependents of displaced workers in informal sector employment. This accounts for most of the 20 per cent reduction in school enrolment.”
Once these five steps have been completed the results of the assessment are compiled and explained in an assessment report (for guidelines on the key elements of the assessment report, see section 6.6).

Box 7. Simple example of cumulative or “cascading” impact of sanctions

If a causal model points to the following causal relationship:

Sanction X $\rightarrow$ Intermediate step Y $\rightarrow$ Change in condition Z

... and the contribution at each step was found to be:

1. Sanction X resulted in a 40 per cent change in PROCESS indicator at step Y;
2. Intermediate step Y is one of the factors influencing condition Z, and likely accounts for 50 per cent of change on Z

... then it can be deduced that:

Sanction X is responsible for 20 per cent change in condition Z

\[0.4 \times 0.5 = 0.2\]

5.4.1 Undertaking expert surveys to assess importance of causal factors

One approach that can assist the investigator in isolating the effects of many factors on a single outcome is to conduct a survey of humanitarian practitioners in the country to get their input on the relative “weighting” or importance of the sanction measures’ contribution to a given effect.

The survey can ask participants to rank the multiple causes to a common effect, or to make a comparison between pairs of variables (referred to as pair-wise comparison). For example, experts in the field could be asked:

“What in your view has contributed more to the raised incidence of preventable diseases among children, inadequate maternal and childcare practices OR poor access to safe water and sanitation?”

The results of these surveys can then be consolidated into a table of weighting factors for the relevant causes.
Figure 7. Flow chart depicting the five steps in the sanctions assessment methodology

- Step I: Clearly identify the sanctions measures and the humanitarian conditions of interest.
- Step II: Undertake a baseline assessment of conditions prior to/onset of sanctions.
- Step III: In each subject area, construct causal models to identify possible linkages between sanctions and humanitarian conditions.
- Step IV: For the PROCESS and OUTCOME indicators in the causal models, identify potential information sources; gather the information.
- Step V: In each causal model, identify and isolate the contribution of sanctions as distinct from impact of other causes.

Handbook Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6
This process of pair-wise comparison and expert survey has been used effectively to reduce the subjectiveness of investigator-dominated judgements. The methodology has been formalized by scholars and practitioners in the domain of strategic decision-making in a technique known as the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP).\footnote{For a more detailed description of the Analytical Hierarchy Process, see the following book by one of the pioneers of this technique; Thomas L. Saaty, The Analytic Hierarchy Process (New York: McGraw Hill, 1980), and also, Ernest H. Forman and Mary Ann Selly, Decision by Objectives (World Scientific, 2001) [Available at http://www.expertchoice.com (as of September 2003)].} Ranking a variable based strictly on the scores given by a regular survey of experts is common in many fields and referred to as a Delphi Method. It is useful for synthesizing a great deal of qualitative information into a quantitative measure that can be tracked over time. While this does not eliminate the possibility for subjective judgements (it merely averages many individual opinions), it can highlight areas of consensus on what factors lead to what outcomes.

5.5 Applying the assessment methodology

The assessment methodology described in this manual can be used prior to sanctions, during sanctions, and following the termination of sanctions. While the overall methodology remains unchanged, there are subtle differences in application depending on the context. These differences are presented below.

5.5.1 Assessments prior to sanctions

Prior to the imposition of sanctions existing conditions constitute the baseline, and assessment of the impact of proposed or pending sanctions will require that causal models be constructed tracing forward from the actions of interest (proposed sanction measures) to the likely effects. This is a hypothetical exercise, with the investigator asking: "What would be the effect of sanctions imposed on _____?".

In pre-assessments, because the sanctions have yet to be imposed, the extent of coping strategies and the capacity of the society to mitigate the potential effects of sanction will be difficult to assess. Nevertheless, pre-assessments should identify the likely capacity of the sanctioned State/region to mitigate the effects of sanctions. For example, if sanctions are applied on a particular industry sector, how many people may lose their jobs and what is their potential to find employment in other areas?

5.5.2 Assessments during sanctions

In assessments undertaken during sanctions, practitioners can develop causal models by tracing forward from the sanctions measures, and also by tracing backwards from the observed humanitarian conditions. During sanctions, assessments should be undertaken on a regular basis (3-6 months) so that trends in humanitarian conditions (especially for those indicators susceptible to change under sanctions), can be identified in time and, if
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need be, the sanctioning authority can modify these measures. For successive sanctions assessments, investigators should attempt to gather data/information on the same indicators (or an expanded set) during each assessment.

5.5.3 Assessments following sanctions

For humanitarian assessments following sanctions, investigators assess the impact of the prior measures, and must construct a retrospective baseline if one is not available from previous assessments. Following sanctions, investigators may actually have increased access to quality up-to-date information, as data collected prior to the lifting of sanctions may then become available, and investigators may have increased access to the previously sanctioned area.

An additional dimension of humanitarian assessments in the wake of sanctions is the humanitarian “legacy” of sanctions, which may have both positive and negative aspects.

5.6 Humanitarian assessments for particular types of sanctions

The methodology presented here is intended to be sufficiently flexible to facilitate assessment of potential impacts associated with different types of sanctions, and to be applied to assessments associated with different types of economic and social systems. The shift towards more targeted sanctions in the late 1990s has highlighted four categories of sanctions that will most likely be applied in the future (rather than comprehensive economic sanctions): (1) arms embargoes; (2) financial sanctions; (3) travel-related sanctions; and (4) targeted trade sanctions. These categories are consistent with those identified in the Final Report of the Stockholm Process on the Implementation of Targeted Sanctions (see section 1.3).34

This section outlines characteristics of each of these four types of sanctions that may be relevant to carrying out a humanitarian assessment under the respective category of sanctions. In addition, category-specific indicators and data sources are identified to provide investigators with a starting point for gathering information on the particular type of sanctions. Table 5 summarizes areas of interest, indicators and data sources for these four categories of targeted sanctions.

5.6.1 Arms embargoes

Arms embargoes are unlikely to have direct negative humanitarian impacts. They may result in some reduced employment for soldiers or those working in defence production industries, thus resulting in reduced purchasing power for these individuals and their families. However, the indirect effects may be greater. Governments may devote larger

amounts of scarce foreign exchange and administrative effort to acquire banned weapons. This would reduce resources available for other governmental functions such as education, health services and the maintenance of essential infrastructure. It may also contribute to a downward spiral of worsening conditions for producers, declining GDP or increasing indebtedness, declining employment, and inflation. Alternatively, decreased spending on weapons could contribute to either improved governance and increased social spending, or overthrow of a regime.

In situations where an arms embargo may reduce the ability of one or more parties to a conflict to sustain their fighting, or reduce the ability of an oppressive regime to harm civilians, there may also be significant positive humanitarian impacts of the arms embargo.

5.6.2 Financial sanctions
Financial sanctions may have a chilling effect on capital markets, make credit scarce, increase inflation and decrease trade. Any of these results would have a negative impact on employment and increase the cost of goods, especially but not limited to the economic sectors or businesses of those individuals/groups targeted by sanctions.

Financial sanctions may indirectly constrain trade by nature of the impact on currencies used in particular trade sectors. For example, U.S. sanctions imposed on Myanmar in 2003 included a ban on American financial transactions with the country. The sanctions sharply impacted Myanmar’s trade, both directly and because companies involved in trade depended on letters of credit that are denominated in U.S. dollars for imports and exports. Some of these more indirect impacts, however, may be short-lived, as companies explore options to switch to other trading currencies.

5.6.3 Travel-related sanctions
Travel-related sanctions that are targeted against a select number of individuals are likely to have few impacts on the general population. Only if such bans interrupt trade or create a more unfavourable environment for investment or trade would they reduce employment, decrease the importation of key goods or stimulate inflation.

One possible, and limited, area where aviation or shipping bans can have humanitarian implications is in situations where these modes of transportation are used to deliver medical goods/supplies or to provide access to medical care inside or outside the targeted region and where other modes of transport cannot be used. Aviation bans can avoid these potential impacts by including appropriate humanitarian exemptions.

5.6.4 Targeted trade sanctions
Of the various forms of sanctions, targeted trade sanctions are the most likely to have an impact on humanitarian conditions. By reducing or eliminating activity in a particular
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Economic sector, a trade sanction is likely to reduce employment in that sector greatly, thus reducing the buying power of those employees and their dependents, which creates a multiplier effect on other economic sectors that provide goods and services.

Many firms with international trade in developing countries may be the major employer in a region. Confining trade in that industry could reduce local funds for municipal governmental functions, including the provision of security, health and social services. Furthermore, some industries provide direct support for health and education of employees or their dependents, investments in roads, communications, sanitation in communities where they live, or pension payments for former employees.

If trade for such an industry is halted, funds for most of these activities may disappear. The indirect effects can thus affect a population far larger than those who lose employment in that sector.

Where trade blocks the import of fuel (such as petroleum), as was the case specifically in Haiti and Burundi, the economic effects are pervasive since every industry is influenced by the availability and cost of energy, whether for transport or production.

An additional indirect effect could be the impact on the general business environment of the country. Commercial funds may become inaccessible, insurance and transport costs of other industries may go up, and inflation can rise. If these things occur, the purchasing power and availability of employment throughout the country will likely decline, further contributing to worsening conditions of life for many people not directly related to the industry in question. This type of general economic decline and stagnation has been observed in many countries under trade sanctions, including the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Myanmar, Haiti and Libyan Arab Jamahiriya. Where the economy was large, complex and largely self-sufficient, as in South Africa, the economic ramifications of sanctions were harder to prove, even if they may have been substantial.
### Table 5
Summary of areas of interest, indicators and data sources for four categories of targeted sanctions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of sanctions</th>
<th>Characteristics/What to look for</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Data sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arms embargo</strong></td>
<td>May result in reduced employment in defense industries. May increase unemployment.</td>
<td>Number of employees in domestic arms industry</td>
<td>Databases on arms transfers (ICB); Department of State; SIPRI Yearbook; ISS; Military Balance (published by IHS); National statistics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Financial sanctions** | May increase inflation and reduce trade, depending on the extent of restrictions. May impact sharply on local currency exchange rates, and hence in commodity prices. | Revenue flows to targets, group/kidnapped individual; Financial assets held outside the targeted country; Impact of financial sanctions on trade; Asymmetries in the provision of financial services and capital; Changes in government revenues; | International Monetary Fund (IMF); Economic Intelligence Unit; World Bank; National financial institutions; Institutions dealing with foreign reserves in Central America. |

| **Travel-related sanctions** | If targeted in specific jurisdictions, travel-related sanctions will likely have minimal humanitarian impacts. If targeted against a particular “track” of transport (e.g., air, rail), access to critical medical supplies and urgent medical care outside the country may be impaired. | Number of medical patients transported per month; Number of tourists by air/sea. | National Travel Registration (NTR); INF; World Bank; Economic Intelligence Unit; International travel registration organizations; International Affairs Organization. |

| **Targeted trade sanctions** | May result in reduced employment in the targeted sector. Aerospace and service industries may be affected. May result in reduced employment in the targeted sector. | Number of employees supported directly and indirectly by particular sectors; Distribution of income (national/local); | International trade organizations (specific); INF; Economic Intelligence Unit. |
6. Standards for humanitarian assessments

6.1 Overview

The methodology presented in the preceding chapter was developed in response to the need arising from the ad hoc approach used in the past for undertaking sanctions assessments, by which assessments were often performed without the use of a clearly defined, routine, and validated methodology based on a well-thought-through Terms of Reference (ToR).

This approach contributed to the lack of clarity—especially on the part of political decision makers—on how the findings from such assessments were generated, and about the basis for investigators’ judgements on humanitarian implications. This lack of clarity can cause a sanctions assessment to rapidly become contentious or politicized. For example, an assessment undertaken for the United Nations in Liberia during 2001 was then paraphrased in part by the Government of Liberia, leading to charges that the humanitarian assessment played into the hands of the regime that was the target of sanctions. This example highlights how sanctions assessments can at times be misused to advance the political agendas of key stakeholders, whether by the sanctioned State, corporate entities, or members of the sanctioning body. While this potential will always exist, the use of a clear methodology and associated objective judgements will reduce the possibility for misrepresentation of the assessment findings.

This chapter recommends standards for the planning and undertaking of reliable and credible sanctions assessments and provides draft resolution/directive text for consideration by those mandating sanctions assessments.

6.2 Requests for assessments by the sanctioning authority

The point of origin for many previous humanitarian assessments under sanctions has been a request in one of the resolutions/directives of the sanctioning authority for an assessment of the humanitarian and/or socio-economic implications of the imposed measures.

In the case of United Nations sanctions, such requests are frequently included in the text of relevant United Nations Security Council resolutions, although in the past the United Nations Secretariat has also undertaken assessments of third-party sanctions. For example, the United Nations Department of Humanitarian Affairs undertook an assessment of the humanitarian impact of regional (i.e., non-UN-imposed) sanctions on Burundi in 1997.35

The sanctioning authority’s text of the relevant resolution or directive can describe the scope and focus of such assessments. In the case of United Nations Security Council-mandated assessments, the Council has chosen varying degrees of “scope” for humanitarian assessments (e.g.“humanitarian”; “humanitarian and socio-economic”); has mandated different entities to undertake humanitarian assessments (e.g. UN Secretariat, a Panel of Experts); and has

requested a variety of reporting procedures (e.g., direct to the Council, through the Sanctions Committee).

By being more precise about the scope and focus of assessments under sanctions, the sanctioning authority can assist those tasked with performing the assessments in identifying possible unintended consequences of the sanctions.

Acknowledging the need to identify monitoring agencies for sanctions and to specify the duties of these agencies, the report of the Interlaken Process on targeted financial sanctions suggested the following draft text about the monitoring of sanctions that might be included in United Nations Security Council resolutions:36

"(—) to review the humanitarian [economic,] [social,] [political,] [and] [security] implications of the measures imposed by this resolution and to report back to the Council within [amount of time] of the adoption of this resolution with an assessment and recommendations, to report at regular intervals thereafter on any humanitarian [economic,] [social,] [political,] [and] [security] implications [and to present a comprehensive report on [these] issue(s) and any recommendations no later than [amount of time] prior to the expiration of these measures]. . . ."

Other intergovernmental groups or national governments might also adopt this language in their resolutions or directives.

6.3 Agencies and investigators tasked with undertaking assessments

There has been considerable debate on who, and what agencies, should undertake assessments of the humanitarian implications of sanctions, especially when the sanctions are imposed by the United Nations. The report of the Interlaken Process (from which the draft text in section 6.2 above is drawn) cites past experience of the United Nations Security Council in requesting assessments from both the United Nations Secretariat and from Expert Panels.


The choice of agency for undertaking such assessments should be guided by two criteria. First, the assessing entity should possess the expertise and knowledge to conduct an objective, impartial and rigorous assessment (see below). Second, the role of policing or monitoring sanc-
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Compliance with sanctions should be kept separate from the role of assessing humanitarian impact of the sanctions. The two tasks should be undertaken by different entities, as clearly they require different skill sets and areas of expertise.

Reliable assessments require not only a clear and traceable methodology, but skilled and experienced investigators. The following attributes represent desirable skills and qualifications of investigators for humanitarian assessments. The investigators should:

- Have experience and knowledge of sanctions assessment techniques and the recent developments in the sanctions debate, especially within the United Nations;
- Have experience in undertaking or contributing to humanitarian assessments;
- Be versant in the concepts and methods of epidemiology and public health, statistics, risk analysis and economics;
- Possess country-specific or regional expertise;
- Be aware of the potential for political manipulation in their interactions with important institutions or people involved;
- Maintain an effective and ongoing liaison with the commissioning entity (e.g. United Nations Secretariat/Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs);
- Be capable of clearly communicating the methodology and objectives of the assessment to those contributing to the study;
- Be sensitive to cultural differences, institutional hierarchies and the existence of formal/informal networks and special relationships when conducting the assessment.

In addition to the core assessment team members, additional research expertise can be drawn from various fields when necessary. National participants in sanctions assessments who have worked in local government bring special knowledge of data sources and can make more informed inferences about what the collected information means. In some cases, local participants can access confidential sources that are extremely useful in verifying "official" data. National and local university academics are frequently well-informed and have many valuable skills. Wherever possible, sanctions assessments should use contacts with these national counterparts to strengthen their independent analytical capacity. These local counterparts can play a critical role in ongoing or repeated assessments.

6.4 Clear definition of the task

The scope of and approach to assessing humanitarian impacts under sanctions must be clearly defined in a Terms of Reference (ToR) developed for the assessment team. This task statement should include:

- Brief background to the sanctions regime (actual or proposed), including reference to the relevant legal text(s) (United Nations Security Council resolution, resolution of other intergovernmental organization, national legislation) imposing the sanctions;
6.5 Key elements of a humanitarian assessment

A sanctions assessment must present some determination of the degree to which sanctions are affecting humanitarian conditions, separate from the effects caused by other factors. In some circumstances it may only be possible to provide a qualitative assessment of the degree to which sanctions influence humanitarian conditions, or indeed it may be impossible to separate out the discrete effects of sanctions at all. In such cases, the investigator should make clear the difficulties and must highlight the indeterminacy of the situation.

A credible assessment of the humanitarian implications of sanctions must include the following elements:

1. Characterization of the humanitarian conditions prior to the initiation of sanction—“baseline” conditions—in a way that shows trends in recent years and the current situation at the time sanctions were instituted (see section 5.3).
2. Specification of the sources of information used, the quality and limitations of those sources, and the consistency or variations among these sources (see section 4.3).
3. Identification of major strengths and vulnerabilities of groups of people at the time sanctions were to be instituted (see section 5.3.1).
4. Specification of the components of the sanctions regulations that could affect humanitarian conditions.
5. Identification of the indicators likely to be most sensitive to changes in humanitarian conditions; identification of factors other than sanctions that are likely to have an important influence on those indicators.

6. Specification with as much detail as possible of the pathways by which sanctions or other factors would influence humanitarian conditions.

7. Examination of PROCESS and OUTCOME information, both quantitative and qualitative, on actual changes brought by sanctions and other factors through time and the changes in humanitarian conditions that may follow.

8. Examination of the relative influence of sanctions and other factors in influencing changes in those conditions. This should take advantage of any regional differences in the intensity or type of sanctions or other factors implemented, and variations in population groups in impact and protection.

9. Recommendations for ongoing monitoring of sanctions' impact, and on how to minimize any unintended humanitarian/socio-economic impacts of sanctions;

10. Recommendations at the end of sanctions for development activities to address weaknesses and vulnerabilities exacerbated during sanctions.

6.6 Writing a humanitarian assessment report

In some cases, the findings and determinations that are brought to the surface during a sanctions assessment do not make it into the written report of the endeavour, often as a result of document editing and time constraints. Therefore, any written assessment of the humanitarian implications of sanctions should include, at a minimum, the sections outlined below. This section listing can be used as a template by those responsible for undertaking such assessments:

**Introduction:** Background to current study | Decisions by the sanctioning authority (e.g. UN Security Council resolutions) relevant to current assessment | Brief description of timing of assessment mission to sanctioned region;

**Procedure and methodology:** Actual sequential procedure followed by investigators (e.g. literature review, interviews, field mission) | Overview of methodology used, along with the strengths and weaknesses of the methodology in the particular context | Main challenges in implementing methodology in the context of the current assessment;

**Baseline and prior assessments:** Assessment of humanitarian conditions (using indicators across multiple sectors) prior to sanctions | Results of prior assessments | Trends in humanitarian conditions at baseline;

**Assessment of current conditions:** Assessment of current conditions (point values and trends) across multiple sectors using humanitarian indicators | Description of data/information sources | Overview of techniques for original data collection (if applicable);
Results of causal modelling: How causal models were constructed to identify causes of humanitarian conditions

Identification of causal pathways;

Humanitarian implications of sanctions: The impact of sanctions on humanitarian conditions (separate from other causes) | Identification of other factors influencing humanitarian conditions (and their relative importance compared to sanctions);

Findings: Summary of main findings including concise statement of the humanitarian impacts of the sanctions measures on discrete humanitarian conditions.

6.7 Ensuring transparency and accountability

Transparency and accountability on the part of investigators and participants are critical to the integrity of the resulting assessment. To ensure transparency, investigators must be diligent in citing references for all data and information used in the assessment. In the case of key interviews where interviewee anonymity must be preserved, the investigator must, at a minimum, identify the “category” of interlocutor and the date and location of the interview. Moreover, the methodology used by the investigator must be clearly stated so that those using the assessment as a basis for political decisions can see clearly how the investigators arrived at their conclusions.

To ensure frank and full disclosure of information by interviewees, they should be reassured that the information they provide will not be ascribed specifically to them.

Generalizing beyond the data is a frequent methodological error. When a small study finds excess mortality or malnutrition among children, there can be a desire to extrapolate the narrow findings to the larger population and to liberally estimate the total number of children thus affected in the country. This is a convenient way for others to misrepresent information in the report, claiming that “a scientific study has proven” such projections to be accurate and forgetting the caveats or limitations stated by the authors. It is best to say that, “It cannot be determined with the information at hand how many children have died, but the evidence, in one study, suggests that the rate has increased.” This is the single most important way to reduce misrepresentation.
Separate from the task of assessing the humanitarian implications of sanctions, the methodology presented in this handbook should, in addition, be viewed as a generic basis for application to humanitarian assessments in situations other than sanctions. Examples of such applications include the following:

- The methodology could be adapted to identify the particular effects of conflict on humanitarian condition, or the effects of HIV infection rates on the broader humanitarian conditions.

- Assessments undertaken using this methodology can provide a foundation that practitioners in the field of human rights can use as a precursor to their assessments of the duties and obligations of States and other actors that are central to human rights assessments.

- The methodology can provide the basis for developing a standardized humanitarian needs assessment methodology—to assist in distinguishing the causal influences shaping humanitarian needs.

- The methodology can be used to complement existing processes such as the United Nations Common Country Assessment (CCA) process. The causal modelling approach underpinning the sanctions assessment methodology can be used to analyse the root causes of development challenges, using the CCA indicators. The possible cross-connectivity between the CCA process and the application of the current methodology was described in chapters 3 and 5.

- By identifying the contributing factors to observed humanitarian conditions in a dynamic manner, the methodology can facilitate more effective targeting of resources to address demonstrated humanitarian needs.

- The causal analysis component of the methodology can assist in identifying the recent achievements/benefits of humanitarian assistance, and also the unintended consequences of humanitarian aid.
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Since the early 1990s there have been several attempts to develop a methodology to assess the humanitarian impact of sanctions. There have also been attempts to develop techniques for determining the political effectiveness of sanctions and their economic impact on target- and third-party States. The following review focuses on recent efforts to develop or apply a methodology to assess the humanitarian implications of sanctions.

Study commissioned by DHA and IASC in 1995

In 1995 the UN Department of Humanitarian Affairs (DHA), in conjunction with the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC), commissioned COMiT, a Berlin-based consulting firm, to conduct a study on the social and humanitarian concerns associated with sanctions, and the impact of UN sanctions on humanitarian assistance activities. The authors asserted that it would be:

"...futile to seek precise determination of the factor of sanctions among a multitude of factors conspiring towards a situation difficult to reconcile with humanitarian principles".

Essentially, the authors believed that in identifying the particular consequences of sanctions (apart from impact due to other causes), "...one does not know and from a humanitarian point one does not need to know [the particular impact of sanctions]." The report went on to make recommendations on various aspects of UN sanctions policy, but essentially did not deal with the issue of assessing the unique humanitarian impacts of sanctions.

Studies commissioned by UNICEF and OCHA in 1998

In 1998 the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) commissioned Dr. Eric Hoskins to examine how sanctions could be made more child-friendly. One of the main objectives of the study was to develop a methodology to anticipate, assess and monitor the humanitarian impact of sanctions on civilians.

Hoskins proposed a sanctions assessment methodology consisting of three main elements: (i) a list of sanctions indicators (based on a human rights framework); (ii) con-
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In 1998 the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) commissioned Dr. Eric Hoskins to examine how sanctions could be made more child-friendly. One of the main objectives of the study was to develop a methodology to anticipate, assess and monitor the humanitarian impact of sanctions on civilians.

Hoskins proposed a sanctions assessment methodology consisting of three main elements: (i) a list of sanctions indicators (based on a human rights framework); (ii) con-
text analysis (analysis of the impacts of sanctions in light of the prevailing societal and economic conditions); and (iii) trend analysis. These efforts did make some headway in distinguishing the effects of sanctions from effects due to other causes. However, among its shortcomings, the methodology did not explain how to apply the analytical framework proposed under context analysis. Hoskins also provided recommendations to protect civilians in sanctioned States.

The same year, an OCHA-sponsored study conducted by Larry Minear et al. included a sanctions assessment methodology. At the outset, the authors asserted that:

“...it is not possible to separate the impacts of sanctions from the effects of other causes of hardship. The best that can be attempted is a modified form of ‘process tracing’ in which the specific impacts of the type of sanctions imposed are assessed...in the context of the other factors.”

The authors proposed a multi-step methodology for assessing humanitarian impacts of sanctions, at the core of which was a set of indicators—presented in five sectors—for measurement of baseline conditions or changes in those conditions. The methodology includes the following steps: (i) establishing baseline data; (ii) anticipating vulnerabilities and likely impacts on various social groups; (iii) monitoring change indicators to determine actual impacts; (iv) taking necessary ameliorative action; and (v) monitoring results of action taken and ongoing impacts.

This approach shares some components with the "trend analysis" approach proposed by Hoskins. However, it fails to provide a sufficient basis for determining the various factors responsible for the changes in humanitarian conditions.

Approaches used in recent sanctions assessments

In addition to these studies on developing a sanctions assessment methodology, recent country-specific reports—most of which were requested by the UN Security Council—utilized a variety of techniques to assess the humanitarian impact of sanctions.

- Afghanistan, 2000: A study published in December 2000 drew on the methodology of Minear et al. to assess vulnerability and direct/indirect effects of sanctions. The subsequent assessment report reflected the constraints in the methodology vis-à-vis separating out the unique effects of sanctions.

- Afghanistan, 2001: UN Security Council resolution 1333 (19 December 2000) included provisions that the United Nations Secretary-General report to the Council on the humanitarian implications of sanctions on a regular basis. Two assessment

---

42 Minear et al., Towards More Humane and Effective Sanctions Management, 23-54.
43 Ibid., 23.
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• Iraq, 2000: In its resolution 1302 (8 June 2000), the United Nations Security Council included provisions for a “comprehensive report and analysis of the humanitarian situation” in Iraq, to be undertaken by independent experts. The resolution did not explicitly request an assessment of the humanitarian implications of sanctions; regardless, the assessment was never carried out due primarily to non-cooperation on the part of the Government of Iraq.

• Liberia, 2001: United Nations Security Council resolution 1343 (7 March 2001) requested “a preliminary assessment of the potential economic, humanitarian and social impact . . . of possible follow-up [sanction measures]” by the Council. The resulting “pre-assessment” report assessed baseline living conditions against which to measure future changes. It pursued a sector-specific approach to identifying potential direct and indirect impacts of sanctions on timber, rubber, and merchant shipping sectors.

• Liberia, 2003: In resolution 1478 (6 May 2003) the Security Council renewed existing sanctions on Liberia, imposed an additional time-limited ban on importation of all round logs and timber products originating in Liberia, and requested that the UN Secretariat carry out an assessment of the potential humanitarian and socio-economic impacts of the newly-imposed timber sanctions. The resulting assessment used a number of the elements described in this handbook including causal analysis, and indicators of PROCESS and OUTCOME in several sectors. Additionally, the assessment used a scenario-testing approach.

Reference documents on humanitarian implications of UN sanctions

In addition to the projects and assessments mentioned above, the following table provides a listing of UN documents and statements relating to the humanitarian implications of UN sanctions. This listing is updated regularly by the UN Department of Political Affairs.

---


### Table 6. UN documents and statements pertaining to humanitarian implications of UN sanctions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>AGENDA REFERENCE</th>
<th>REFERENCES/COMMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17 June 2004</td>
<td>S/RES</td>
<td>1549 (2004)</td>
<td>Paragraph 7: &quot;At the same time the sanctions on diamonds and timber have had some adverse effects, relating to the absence of employment for thousands of Liberians, the loss of tax revenues to the Government and road maintenance opportunities previously provided by logging companies (see S/2003/793).&quot; Paragraph 129: &quot;The significance of this trend is that while employment opportunities previously provided by the logging industry no longer exist, the magnitude of the negative socio-economic and humanitarian effects related to the timber ban cannot be accurately quantified.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Dec. 2001</td>
<td>S/RES</td>
<td>1379 (2001)</td>
<td>Paragraph 7: &quot;(...) Undertakes to consider, as appropriate when imposing measures under Article 41 of the Charter of the United Nations, the economic and social impact of sanctions on children, with a view to providing appropriate humanitarian exemptions that take account of their specific needs and their vulnerability and minimize such impact.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>AGENDA ITEM/ISSUE</th>
<th>REFERENCE/COMMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 Oct. 2001</td>
<td>S/2001/188</td>
<td>Secretary-General’s report in pursuance of paragraph 13 (a) of resolution 1343 (2001) concerning Liberia</td>
<td>Paragraph 13 (a) of its resolution 1343 (2001) of 7 March 2001, the Security Council requested the Secretary-General to provide, six months from the date of the adoption of the resolution, a preliminary assessment of the potential humanitarian and social impact on the Liberian population of possible follow-up action by the Security Council in the areas of investigation indicated in paragraph 19 (c) of the resolution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 July 2001</td>
<td>S/2001/186</td>
<td>Secretary-General’s report on the humanitarian implications of the measures imposed by Security Council resolutions 1267 (1999) and 1333 (2000) on Afghanistan (midterm review)</td>
<td>Focuses primarily on the reporting methodology, and an examination of the immediate implications for the humanitarian situation in the first 60 days of the sanctions regime.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
undertake and/or coordinate field assessments to monitor and evaluate the humanitarian implications of sanctions and to make available timely and comprehensive information on the impact of coercive measures. I will encourage the active participation of UNICEF and the Office of the Special Representative for Children and Armed Conflict in these assessment missions. This will enable the Secretariat to provide the Security Council with better information on child-relevant aspects of sanctions and with more informed recommendations on humanitarian exemptions.

Recommendations 19, 50

17 April 2000
SC/6845 Press statement: “Speakers call for clearer definition, tighter targeting of UN sanctions as Council draws on ‘lessons learned’ to refine sanctions regime”

17 April 2000
SG/SMM/7360 Press statement: “Secretary-General reviews lessons learned during ‘sanctions decade’ in remarks to International Peace Academy seminar”

7 April 2000
S/PRES/2000/12 Statement by the President of the Security Council on the situation in Afghanistan “(…) The Security Council stresses the need for prompt and effective implementation by all Member States of the measures imposed by its resolution 1267 (1999), and reminds Member States of their obligations under this resolution, including assisting in the identification of Taliban assets and aircraft. It underlines that sanctions are not aimed at the Afghan people, but are imposed against the Taliban because of its non-compliance with that resolution. The Council reaffirms its decision to assess the impact, including the humanitarian implications, of the measures imposed by that resolution. It encourages the Committee established pursuant to its resolution 1267 (1999) to report in this respect as soon as practicable.”

15 Oct. 1999
S/REs/1267 (1999) Resolution imposing sanctions against the Taliban (Afghanistan)

Paragraph 6 (c): “To make periodic reports to the Council on the impact, including the humanitarian implications, of the measures imposed by paragraph 4 above;”

29 Jan. 1999
S/1999/92 Note by the President of the Security Council on the work of the Sanctions Committee

23 Feb. 1998
S/1998/147 Letter from the Secretary-General addressed to the President of the Security Council attaching statement of the Inter-Agency Standing Committee on the humanitarian impact of sanctions

Operative paragraph 14 of the annexed part of the resolution (texts on coordination and the question of sanctions imposed by the United Nations):
“Sanctions often have a serious negative impact on the development capacity and activity of targeted countries. Efforts should continue to be made, especially with regard to the humanitarian situation and the development capacity that has a bearing on the humanitarian situation. In some instances the application of sanctions may not be compatible, however, with the need to preserve national development programmes.”
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This annex presents a reference list of Humanitarian Indicators that can be used in assessing the humanitarian impacts of sanctions. The following points relate to the format and use of the indicators outlined in table 7:

- The table of indicators represents an expanded compilation of indicators drawn from studies by Hoskins, Minear et al., and Garfield.
- Indicators are presented in each of the “4 + 4” human security subject areas (see section 2.2.1, “core” and “systemic” human security clusters).
- The core cluster of human security comprises three pillars of basic physiological needs: health, food and nutrition, water and sanitation, and also includes education. This cluster relates primarily to conditions at the individual and household level.
- The second cluster deals with the structural context in which people seek to secure these core human needs. The subject areas of this cluster include governance, economic status, the physical environment, and demography. This systemic (or structural) cluster relates to national, societal, or community level conditions.
- Each subject area contains a number of humanitarian indicators relevant to that particular theme. BASELINE indicators measure conditions at an initial point in time, while CHANGE indicators monitor changes that may occur, for example during and after sanctions.
- Indicators of change include PROCESS indicators of changes in services provided/activities undertaken, and OUTCOME indicators of changed status of people’s lives.
- OUTCOME indicators should be considered the most desirable metrics for monitoring the status of humanitarian conditions (e.g. malnutrition rates etc.), PROCESS indicators are used to quantify intermediate and proximate causes of changes in humanitarian conditions.
- It should be noted that indicators may be categorized differently depending on the human security subject area in which they appear. Indicators which are designated as measures of OUTCOME in particular subject areas, may indeed constitute indicators of PROCESS in different subject areas.
- While many humanitarian indicators will facilitate measurement of both baseline and change values of a particular metric, certain indicators will be better able to capture and reflect values at either the baseline level, or as the value changes over time. One of the columns in table 7 identifies the indicators that are considered more appropriate for measurement of either baseline or change values.
- Many of the indicators presented here may need to be disaggregated to take into account important variations or changes in a society, for example according to geographic (region of country, environment), gender, age and economic (income groups) factors.

---

**Annex II. Table of humanitarian indicators**

This annex presents a reference list of Humanitarian Indicators that can be used in assessing the humanitarian impacts of sanctions. The following points relate to the format and use of the indicators outlined in table 7:

- The table of indicators represents an expanded compilation of indicators drawn from studies by Hoskins, Minear et al., and Garfield.
- Indicators are presented in each of the “4 + 4” human security subject areas (see section 2.2.1, “core” and “systemic” human security clusters).
- The core cluster of human security comprises three pillars of basic physiological needs: health, food and nutrition, water and sanitation, and also includes education. This cluster relates primarily to conditions at the individual and household level.
- The second cluster deals with the structural context in which people seek to secure these core human needs. The subject areas of this cluster include governance, economic status, the physical environment, and demography. This systemic (or structural) cluster relates to national, societal, or community level conditions.
- Each subject area contains a number of humanitarian indicators relevant to that particular theme. BASELINE indicators measure conditions at an initial point in time, while CHANGE indicators monitor changes that may occur, for example during and after sanctions.
- Indicators of change include PROCESS indicators of changes in services provided/activities undertaken, and OUTCOME indicators of changed status of people’s lives.
- OUTCOME indicators should be considered the most desirable metrics for monitoring the status of humanitarian conditions (e.g. malnutrition rates etc.), PROCESS indicators are used to quantify intermediate and proximate causes of changes in humanitarian conditions.
- It should be noted that indicators may be categorized differently depending on the human security subject area in which they appear. Indicators which are designated as measures of OUTCOME in particular subject areas, may indeed constitute indicators of PROCESS in different subject areas.
- While many humanitarian indicators will facilitate measurement of both baseline and change values of a particular metric, certain indicators will be better able to capture and reflect values at either the baseline level, or as the value changes over time. One of the columns in table 7 identifies the indicators that are considered more appropriate for measurement of either baseline or change values.
- Many of the indicators presented here may need to be disaggregated to take into account important variations or changes in a society, for example according to geographic (region of country, environment), gender, age and economic (income groups) factors.

---

Table 7. Humanitarian indicators for assessing the impact of sanctions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| | Humanitarian indicators with sub-indicators (if appropriate) | Units of measurement | Suitability for measured change/
| | | | baseline | 
| 1.1 | c | | | | 
| 1.2 | c | | | | 
| 1.3 | c | | | | 
| 1.4 | o | | | | 
| 1.5 | c | | | | 
| 1.6 | c | | | | 
| 1.7 | c | | | | 
| 1.8 | c | | | | 
| 1.9 | c | | | | 
| 1.10 | c | | | | 
| 1.11 | c | | | | 
| 1.12 | c | | | | 

* A blank entry in this column signals that the indicator is equally suitable for measurement of baseline and change.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human security (social)</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Sanitation indicators</th>
<th>Units of measurement</th>
<th>Suitability for hand counting</th>
<th>Remarks of indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sanitation (personal/sanitation)</td>
<td>Number of people per toilet/sanitation room</td>
<td>ECOO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sanitation (public)</td>
<td>Number of people per toilet/sanitation room</td>
<td>ECOO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Environmental indicators</th>
<th>Units of measurement</th>
<th>Suitability for hand counting</th>
<th>Remarks of indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Air pollution</td>
<td>Number of people per toilet/sanitation room</td>
<td>ECOO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Water pollution</td>
<td>Number of people per toilet/sanitation room</td>
<td>ECOO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geografía (environmental)</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Geographical indicators</th>
<th>Units of measurement</th>
<th>Suitability for hand counting</th>
<th>Remarks of indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Population density</td>
<td>Number of people per toilet/sanitation room</td>
<td>ECOO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causal model</td>
<td>A theory that specifies which factors effect in part or determine in full changes in other factor.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chain of causation</td>
<td>A description of how several layers apply in determining how underlying factors lead to effects which in turn lead to other effects.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>criteria of causation</td>
<td>Tests for judging the strength of the argument that one factor causes another.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>context analysis</td>
<td>Identification of underlying or pre-existing conditions that may influence the outcomes of interest.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distal cause</td>
<td>A factor in a chain of causation that is removed from the final effect.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human security clusters</td>
<td>Key dimensions of life in a society that are the focus of assessment, such as education, water, nutrition and health.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>necessary condition</td>
<td>Where a condition must occur for another condition to result.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outcome indicator</td>
<td>A measure, direct or indirect, of a fundamental human, social or biological condition.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precision</td>
<td>The quality of being sharply defined or stated, tested by the standard error of measurement. Precision does not imply accuracy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process indicator</td>
<td>A measure, direct or indirect, of an institutional or social process that leads to an outcome.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proximal cause</td>
<td>A factor, in a chain of causation, that is closely associated with the final effect, either in time or in how the effect is achieved.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sufficient condition</td>
<td>When a factor is enough to drive an outcome by itself.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reliability</td>
<td>The degree of stability exhibited when a measurement is repeated under identical conditions. The degree to which the results obtained by a measurement or procedure can be replicated.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>representativeness</td>
<td>The extent to which a sample is similar to the larger population in question, without bias or error.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>statistical power</td>
<td>Condition where the size of the sample, or the extent of the evidence observed, is sufficient to allow for conclusions to be drawn about the overall population or society.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This Handbook and the companion set of Field Guidelines complement the reference documents produced under the three international processes on more effective and targeted sanctions—the Interlaken, Bonn-Berlin and Stockholm Processes—undertaken between 1998 and 2003.

The final report of the Stockholm Process on the Implementation of Targeted Sanctions (2003) noted:

“...[T]he routine undertaking of periodic assessments of humanitarian, social, and economic impacts on third parties during the course of sanctions implementation is desirable and often more feasible [than pre-assessments]. Aside from providing an additional way of evaluating the overall impact of sanctions, well-designed ongoing assessments would be useful in distinguishing the impact of sanctions from other causes of humanitarian suffering and economic hardship, thereby reducing one of the main sources of opposition to sanctions generally.”

The report went on to recommend:

“These [regular humanitarian, social, and economic impact] assessments should proceed under an established methodology . . . taking into account the specificities of each sanctions situation.”

The methodology presented here, developed by OCHA in conjunction with the Inter-Agency Standing Committee, serves to fulfill the need for a standardized methodology to assess the potential humanitarian implications of sanctions, with a view to making sanctions more effective.